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May 22, 1981

M. le Professeur H. Bourguinat
Universit6 de Bordeaux 1
Facult6 des Sciences Economiques
avenue LUon Duguit
33604 Pessac
France

Dear Sir:

I spoke with Mr. Balassa in Ankara yesterday and he regrets that
he will not be able to stay Tuesday, June 30th as he has a speaking
engagement in Istanbul early on July 1st.

Please find enclosed two copies of the recently translated
papers.

Yours truly,

Bob Therriault
(for Bela Balassa)
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M. 10 P1.fesseur R. Bourguinat
Universitf do Bordeaux I
Pacult& des Sclaan Scomis
avenue LX n Dug t
33604 P4ssa-
Frane,

Cher hAm,

Jp vous re*mrcio do votre lettre du 23 avril at vous raoe d6ment
rwmplis la ficbs verte quo voum W'avez fait parvenir.

J'*i le regret do vous Informer quo a feame no pourra zIasenap*or
A Bredeax, oO J'arriveral. mos ms lie dmancho 28 juin, I midi ou d4=8
V'aprls--midl. A cat Sgard, je. vous saurals Xrf do Winudiquer 11hours qui
vous 4*af la plus souhaito.

Rn co qui cncrno ma commiat*ion, J'al le plaisir do vmus faire
awier qu'alle a ddA fit& tradults at qu'elle et I Is. frappe. Come jo

dois a'abenter do Wasbengton it portir du samedi 17 mai, smn assistant
vous tranoettra m text* da le courant de la sasapprochaine.

- Jo me rejouis de vous rovoir proalsoent at vous prie do crolro,
car hAm, I V'assurane do mee sentiments. blon cordiaux.

Bea Balasa
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The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N W, Washington, D.C. 20131, U.S.A e Tchphonw: (202) 477-123 - Cables INTBAFRAD

May 15, 1981

National Railroad Passenger Corporation

400 North Capitol Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Sir:

I am a professor at the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore and a Consultant

at the World Bank in Washington. I also reside in Washington, and I am a frequent

commuter between Washington and Baltimore.

I strongly object to the new regulations according to which some Metroliner

trains do not take on passengers in Baltimore on the way to Washington. These

regulations cause considerable inconvenience to passengers, condemning them to

long waits at the station in Baltimore. Having missed the 5:42 Merchants Limited,

on a recent occasion I had to wait for the 7:20 Cardinal as neither the 6:09 nor

the 7:09 Metrolines took on passengers. With the Cardinal being late, I had a

wait of about two hours; as a member of the Academic Council at the Johns Hopkins

University, my departure times are very uncertain.

At the same time, the new regulations represent a false economy. As long

as the Metreliner discharges passengers, there is little additional time involved

in taking on new passengers in Baltimore. And, Amtrak suffers a financial loss

if fewer people take the Metroliner. There may be further losses as the inconvenient

scheduling induces people to take the bus or go by car. In the latter case,

there is also a cost to the national econory due to the increased use of fuel.

For the described reasons, I wish to ask you to rescind the new regulations

and to permit passengers to board in Baltimore all Metroliners going to Washington.

Very truly yours,

Bela Balassa

BBalassa:kvd

cc: U.S. Department of Transportation
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OFFICE M EMRANDUM
TO: Betty Eltezam, DRC DATE: May 15, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Maxwell J. Fry

Professor Maxwell J. Fry has completed his paper "Financial
Sector Reforms for Turkey." Please have his honorarium paid to him.

BBalassa:kvd



The World Bank 1818 11 Street. N.W. Washington, L)C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

May 15, 1981

Dr. Alfonso Jozzo
Chief of Economic Research Department
Instituto Bancario San Paolo di Torino
Pizza San Carlo, 156
10121 Torino
ITALY

Dear Dr. Jozzo:

Thank you for sending me your interesting paper on the Italian economy.
I agree with your analysis but I wonder if you are not overly optimistic as regards
the solution of Italy's problems through European integration. There is a con-
siderable malaise in Europe and the recent French elections will not help matters.
It would then seem that Italy would have to take internal measures in order to
straighten out its economy.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa

BBalassa:kvd
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DECLASSIFtED

Mr. Hollis B. Chmnery, VPD MAY 3 0 20 may 12, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC EAM W VS

Enclosed is my reply to Mr. Acharya's of May 8th. I would

appreciate your advice "s to whether I should take the matter further.

cc: Messrs. Waide, VPD; Duloy, DRC

Enclosure
Balassa: ne



May 12, 1981.

1094 Lisboa Codex
Portugal

Dear Mr. Matous

In refereace to my earlier commmnication, T enclose the printout

of our calculations for the Portugal study. You should feel free to use

the numbers in any way you ee fit.

Yours sincerely

Encloure ela Blass



May 12, 1981.

HBA Admission Office
Faculty of Management Studies
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S lA1

Dear Sir:

Bob Therriault has done an excellent job in wokking for me as
a research assitant since July 1980. Re has exhibited cnsiderable
intelligene and ingenuity in the performance of hia tasks. He is able to
work productively without close supervision.

In my eantacts with hiu I have learned that Bob Therriault has a
very good grounding in economics. This fact, together with his other
qualities, makes 'his an excellent candidate for your school. I highly
recommend that you admit him and provide him with a fellowship.

Yours sincerely,

Bel



**

may 12, 1981.

Ms. Alisou Barker, Admissions Office
MBA 'Program
Faculty of Managamwnt
McGill University
1001 Sherbrooke Street W.
Montreal, P.Q.
Canada HA lG5

Dear Ms. 24ther:

Bob Therriault has doe a n excellent Job in working for me an
a research assistant since July 1980. He has exhibited considerable
intelligence and ingenuity in the perfrmanc et ofis tasks. He is able to
work productively without close suervision.

In my contacts with him I have learned that Bob Theariault has a
very good gronng in eonomics. This fact I together with his other
qualities, makes him an excellent candidate for your school. I highly
recomand that you admit his and provide him-with a fellowship.

Yours sinerely,

Bela Balsa



14r. Peter E. Wright, VPD May 12, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Staff Working Payer

I enclose, in one original and one copy, the revised and retitled
version of "Structural Adjustment Policies in Developing Countries."
Following discussion with Mr. Bumgarner, I applied the guidelines according
to which one should refer to "economies rather than countries" wien these
include Taiwan. However, there is no need to delete Taiwan from the tables;
this is permitted in research publications although not in the WDR.

I am sending a copy of the paper, together with a memo to Jean
Baneth who is responsible for ensuring compliance with the guidelines
in DPS. As I am leaving for Turkey this weekend, you should address
any questions you might have to him.

cc: Ir. Baneth, EPD

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc



The views and interp ations in this document are th e of the author and
should not be attribad to the World Bank, to its affiated organizations,
or to any individual acting in their behalf.

WORLD BANK

Staff Working Paper No.

June 1981

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT POLICIES IN DEVELOPING ECONOMIES

This paper examines structural adjustment policies in developing
economies, defined as policy responses to external or internal shocks that are
carried out with :-e objective of regaining the pre-shock growth path.
Examples of exterial shocks are the quadrupling of petroleum prices of 1973-74
and the world recession of 1974-75. Internal shocks may find their origin in
inappropriate economic policies, such as the excessively expansionary fiscal
measures taken in Mexico after 1972, or in political events, such as the April
1974 Revolution in Portugal.

The introductory section of the paper reports on the policy experience of
a number of developing countries after 1973, indicating that countries
applying an outward-oriented development strategy were better able to cope
with external shocks than economies following an inward-oriented strategy. It
is further shown that the adoption of realistic exchange rates and interest
rates, the avoidance of large budget deficits, and the productive use of the
proceeds of foreign borrowing eased the process of adjustment.

The paper examines in detail the elements of a policy package that may be
applied in response to external or internal shocks in the case prevalent in
developing economies, when optimal policies are not applied. Thus, the
recommendations simultaneously aim at responding to shocks and undertaking
incentives (the exchange rate, import protection, export subsidies, and price
control), incentives to save and to invest, the choice of public investments,
sectoral policies in energy and agriculture, budgetary policies, and monetary
policies. In the conclusions, the interdependence of the various policy
measures is indicated, with further attention given to foreign borrowing.
Finally, comments are offered on the international environment in which these
policies operate.

Prepared by: Copyright c 1981
Bela Balassa, The Johns Hopkins University The World Bank
and the World Bank Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.



W~ D BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOPAN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mission Members DA> May 12, 1981.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Final Arrangements for Turkey Mission

1. We plan to have a short meeting of mission members upon arrival
in Ankara on May 17th at 8 p.m. in my hotel room. For confirmation,
please contact me or Mrs. Helen Chin who is the administrative assistant
and secretary to the mission.

2. I enclose an aide memoire that was written during the mission I led
to Thailand two years ago. We will prepare a similar aide memoire - although
necessarily broader in coverage - after the first two weeks of the mission
in Ankara. Your contribution to the aide memoire will be requested by the
end of the second week. Those traveling at the time should call Mrs. Chin
and dictate their contribution to her.

cc: Messrs. Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP; Hume, EMP, Zaman, EM2; (without enclosure).

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



INTERNATIONAL DEVELurMW INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR .TERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION ANO JEVELPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. Shahid Husain, RVP DATE: August 3, 1979

FOM: 3ela Salassa

SUBJECT: Back-to-Cffice Report: Mission to Thailand

The mission on industrial development strategy visited
Thailand in the period July 16 - August 3, 1979. Following discussions
held with Government officials and representatives o= the private
sectors, an aide memoire has been submitted to the Government together
with a technical paper entitled "Tndustrial Development Strategy in
Thailand".

2. The aide memoire summarizes policy recommendations made for
an export-oriented industrial development strategy in Thailand. The
technical paper reviews the policy measures presently in use and provides
a rationale for the policy recommendacions. *:e plan cc cmolete the
draft version of the report of the mission by November, followed =y
discussions with the Thai government on the policy recommendations made
in January.

3. At this time, the key issue appears to be for the Goverrzent
to adopt an industrial development strategy along the lines proposed by
the mission. A further issue is to work out the various components of
the strategy for subsecuent implementation.

4. As regards the Bank's future role in furthering the application
of an industrial development strategy in Thailand, reference may be made
to the recent speech by Mr. McNamara who indicated his intention of
providing financing to a country that adopts an export-oriented policy.
Should Thailand adopt such a policy, it may become eligible for such
financing.

cc: and cLeared with Mr. Gibbs
cc: Mr. Chenery, DPS Directors, DRC Senior Staff

Messrs. P. Hasan AENVP, S. PLease AEA, W. Bussink AEA, R. PoweLL AEP,
Fateh Chaudhri AEP, T. N. Dinh AEP, E.R. Lim AEA, I.C. Porter AEA,

Mission Members: ShiLLing AEA, Papageorgiou DED, Cu Kok AEP, Loevner, YPP
Ms. BadgLey, YPP



CONFIDENTIAL

AIDE MEMOIRE

ON

INDUSTRIAL DEVELCPMENT STRATEGY IN THAILAND

Introduction

The purpose of this mission of the World Bank has been to

make recommendations for a coherent industrial development strategy

in Thailand. The preliminary recommendations of the mission are

summarized below. The detailed recommendations, and their rationale,

are contained in the enclosed paper "Industrial Development Strategy

in Thailand".

The recommendations aim at developing an export-oriented

strategy in Thailand that would exploit the country's comparative

advantage in products utilizing its natural resources and labor. The

adoption of such a strategy would involve increasing incentives 
to

exports and reforming the system of import protection.

The proposed export incentives include credit measures, such as

preferential loans for investment, in export activities and in export

production, the increased availability of export credits, and the imple-

mentation of the export guarantee scheme. It is further recommended

to reform the system of tax and tariff rebates, so as to ensure that

business taxes and tariffs paid on inputs at all stages of production

are fully rebated while simplifying the administration of the rebate

scheme. Also, it is suggested to orient Governmental export promotion

measures towards the needs of private industry; to widen the eligibility

of commodities for fulfilling the minimum conditions imposed on trading

firms; and to extend business tax exemptions on their purchases for

export to all trading firms, regardless of size.

As regards import substitution, it is proposed that all large,

Government-sponsored investments be subjected to economic project

evaluation, the results of which should be made public together with

information on the direct and indirect subsidies provided to these

investments. A reform of the system of import protection is also

recommended, involving reductions in tariff disparities and lowering

their average level, as well as liberalizing price and import controls.

The tariff reform would be carried out over a period of five years, with

the announced tariff targets reached in annual steps. Higher rates

would apply to luxury products and, on a temporary basis, to new commodities.

Additional elements of the proposed industrial development

strategy concern the system of investment incentives, indirect taxes,

human and physical infrastructure, and regional industrial development.

Investment incentives would be modified by limiting tariff exemptions on
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imported machinery and materials to investments in promotion zones

and in export activities. The same recommendation is made in regard
to reductions in business taxes on imported and domestic materials.

Consideration should further be given to shifting from the
present system of business taxes to a value-added tax system. Finally,

various supporting measures are recommended in order to ensure that the

system of incentives has its full impact. They include providing human

and physical infrastructure and, in particular, establishing export

processing zones and industrial estates. These measures need to be

coordinated with the Government's regional development objectives. In

this connection, the development of the Eastern Seaboard, including

Sattahip where port facilities are available, should be given priority.

The proposed policy measures complement each other and may

be considered as a "package". At the same time, to the extent that

administrative constraints limit their immediate application in toto,

first priority should be given to the oromotion of exports. This is

because of the important contribution exports can make to industrial

growth and to improving the balance of payments, which is given urgency

by recent increases in oil prices.

The adoption of a coherent industrial development strategy and

the application of the necessary policy measures require taking decisions

at the highest Governmental level as well as coordination among economic

ministries and agencies. IrLtaking decisions on industrial strategy,

the Economic Cabinet should act on recommendations by an interministerial

technical committee, assisted by working parties.



CONFIDENTIAL

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY IN THAILAND

Bela Balassa

Introduction

Thailand hds maintained rapid rates of economic growth in

the period following the oil crisis. Between 1973 and 1978, its GNP

grew at an average annual rate of 7.3 percent, representing a rise of

about 4.5 percent a year in per capita terms. All sectors participated
in the expansion, with agricultural production increasing 4.4 percent
and manufacturing output 11.7 percent a year. The expansion of the
manufacturing sector responded to the needs of the growing domestic

market, fueled by the rise of agricultural incomes, and complemented

by import substitution and export expansion.

Import substitution occurred largely in industries producing

non-durable consumer goods. This represents the first, "easy", stage
of import substitution as the industries in cuestion utilize labor-

intensive production methods and do not require large-scale production
for efficient operations. In turn, industries producing intermediate

products and durable consumer goods are relatively capital-intensive
and subject to important economies of scale.

A country such as Thailand that has completed the first stage
of import substitution faces a choice between moving to the next stage
of import substitution, involving the replacement of the imports of

intermediate products and durable consumer goods by domestic production,
or expanding manufactured exports. The first option was pursued by
countries such as Argentina, Brazil and India while, in the early sixties,
the second alternative was chosen by Korea and Taiwan.

Countries adopting an export-oriented strategy attained high

rates of industrial growth and employment by specializing in labor-
intensive industries in accordance with their comparative advantage.

Growth was much slower in countries continuing with import substitution

where production for the narrow national market necessitated high pro-

tection, leading to increased costs and lower returns on capital in-

vestment. As the limitations of continued import substitution came to

be recognized, several countries applying this strategy, including a
country of the size of Brazil, have turned towards promoting manufactured
exports.

In the absence of a coherent industrial development strategy
in Thailand, various largely uncoordinated moves have been made, or are

contemplated to be made, in the directions of import substitution and

export promotion simultaneously. The establishment of a number of car
assembly plants, the subsequent ban on imports of assembled cars, and
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the imposition of the 50 percent national content requirement point
in the first direction; the introduction of tax and tariff rebates
on exports and preferential export credits in the second. Furthermore,
the Government has under consideration several large import-substituting
investments and has at the same time expressed its intention to promote
manufactured exports.

It should be recognized that it is difficult to pursue both
strategies at once. For one thing, the large import-substituting pro-
jects would claim scarce capital resources that may otherwise be used
in export industries. For another thing, incentives granted to these
projects and to import-substItution in general create disincentives to
export activities.

These considerations should be kept in mind in formulating
Thailand's industrial strategy for the future. Recommendations for a
coherent industrial strategy will be made below, following a review of
incentives presently provided to import substitution and to export
production and an analysis of Thailand's comparative advantage in the
manufacturing sector. The main elements of the proposed strategy in-
clude introducing economic project evaluation for large Government-
sponsored investment projects, promoting manufactured e ports, reforming
the system of import protection, modifying existing investment incentives,
reviewing the system of indirect taxes, providing human and physical
infrastructure, and promoting regional industrial development.

The proposed measures complement each other and may be considered
a "package". Some of these measures can be applied immediately while
others may be implemented over a period of several years. The recom-
mendations extend over a time horizon of five years.

Alternative Industrial Develcoment Stratecies

The choice between continued reliance on import substitution and
export orientation may be formulated in terms of alternative ways of
saving and earning foreign exchange. The contribution of manufacturing
industries to the growth of the economy will be maximized if saving
foreign exchange through import substitution and earning foreign exchange
through exports take place at the least possible cost to the national
economy. In a market economy, this can be assured if production for
domestic markets and for exports receive equal incentives. Such is not-
presently the case in Thailand as tariffs and, in several cases, import
controls, shelter production for domestic markets from imports, thereby
providing an implicit subsidy to these activities and discriminating
against exports that do not receive subsidies.

The question arises as to what additional costs a country is
willing to incur in favoring import substitution over exports on the
oft-cited grounds that this would ensure the security of supply, limit
the uncertainty associated with selling abroad, and generate technolo-
gical change. While there is no simple answer to this question, it
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should be recognized that the oil crisis and the subsequent world
recession affected export-oriented economies, such as Korea and Taiwan,
less than countries that have placed reliance on import substitution.
Furthermore, exporting gives inducements for technological change,
permits exploiting economies of scale, and ensures adequate specializa-
tion in the production of parts, components and accessories. Correspond-
ingly, exportation also permits efficient import-substitution by reducing
production costs; i.e. firms will produce for domestic as well as for
export markets at a lower cost.

The latter considerations may explain why Korea and Taiwan
have provided similar incentives to sales on domestic and export markets.
In these countries, exporters and the domestic producers of inputs for
export production enjoy free trade treatment and receive small additional
subsidies sufficient to offset, on the average, the protection of
domestic markets. In turn, Latin American countries provide direct
export subsidies to compensate, albeit only partially, for the dis-
advantages to export industries due to high protection that raises
the cost of their inputs and reduces the domestic currency equivalent
of their foreign exchange earnings.

Thailand occupies an intermediate position between these two

groups of countries as far as the level of import protection is concerned.
At the same time, import protection has been increasing over time.
Thus, after the declines experienced in earlier years, the average
ratio of tariff collections to the value of manufactured imports rose
from 14.6 percent in 1975 to 16.3 percent in 1976 and again, to 17.1
percent in 1977. Increases occurred in chemicals (from 12.0 percent
in 1976 to 18.1 percent in 1977) and machinery (from 15.3 to 18.8 percent)
as compared to a slight dec-ease for other manufactured goods (from 15.2
to 13.8 percent). Subsequently, in 1978, tariffs were raised on 141
items and the Board of Investment imposed import surcharges on twenty
products. Furthermore, while import controls were rarely employed in
the past, they have come into increased use in the recent years. Apart
from the import bans initiated by the Board of Investment, a ban was
imposed on the importation of eighteen commodities in early 1978.

On the export side, the tax and tariff rebates provided by
the Fiscal Policy Office of the Ministry of Finance have averaged 2-3
percent on the value of exports receiving such rebates. Calculations
made for several products, utilizing the 1975 input-output table, show
that the rebates approximately compensate for business taxes on domestic
inputs and for tariffs and business taxes on imported inputs used
directly in the manufacturing process, but not for the taxes and tariffs
levied at earlier stages of production. However, some firms report
that they have not ever received full compensation for business taxes
and tariffs paid on their direct inputs.

The share of exports receiving rebates rose from 0.4 percent
in 1972 to 7.0 percent in 1977, but declined to 5.2 percent in 1978.
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In the latter year, only 11.2 percent of eligible exports (i.e. excluding
primary exports that are subject to business taxes) received rebates
from the Fiscal Policy Office. And while firms have increasincly made
use of the temporary admission and drawback schemes administered by
the Customs Department, this covers only the imported inputs used
directly in the production process for about one-third of the exports
of manufactured goods and processed food.

Oy the end of 1973, the Fiscal Policy Office has set rebate
rates for 107 products. The list excludes the following actually or
potentially important export products (with 1978 export values in
millions of Baht in parenthesis): cuttle fish not canned (169), watch
cases (65), furniture (30), canned fruits other than pineapple (32),
vegetable cakes (77), yarn of jute, twine, cordage (485), wood carvings
(34), silks (37) precious stone cutting (1710), gold ornaments (181),
and imitation jewelry (44). It further excludes the unclassified
product categorv, for which the Fiscal Policy Office reported an export
value of Baht 23.6 billion in 1978. This category ccmorises a number
of manufactured goods, in particular machinery and equipment, the
exports of which amounted to Baht 2.7 billion in 1973; only a few of
these products, with an export value of Baht 32 million, received rebates.

The low coverage of exports by the rebate scheme reflects the
cumbersome procedures involved in setting rebate rates, requiring detailed
documentation of production by one or several firms manufacturing a
particular product, and the limited manpower available for this purpose
in the Fiscal Policy Office. The bureaucratic procedures involved and
the delays experienced in processing rebate claims have also discouraged
some firms from applying for rebates even if rates had been set.

The delays, which have in some cases reached 12 months, impose
a cost on the exporter in the form of the interest on the funds involved.
A cost is also incurred if the temporary admission procedure is used
since firms have to pay a fee for the bank guarantee until clearance
is received from the Customs Department. Also, the tariff has to be
paid with interest if exports do not take place within a year of the im-
portation of inputs. That is often the case for textiles and clothing.

It is apparent, then, that the rebates presently provided do
not fully compensate exporters for the taxes and tariffs, burdening-
their production costs.7-The- delays experienced under the rebate and
the temporary admission schemes further impose a cost on exporters.
Also, the export credit scheme provides relatively limited benefits
while the Board of Investment has not yet utilized Section 36 of the
Investment Promotion Act of 1977 to grant preferential treatment to
investment in export activities. And, most importantly, by increasing
the profitability of sales on the domestic market, import protection
discriminates against exports.
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Thailand's manufactured exports nevertheless grew rapidly.
Excluding processed foods and non-ferrous metals, these exports

increased from Baht 5.0 billion in 1973 to Baht 17.6 billion in 1978,
a rise of 18 percent a year if we adjust for the 55 percent increase

in the wholesale prices of manufactured goods during the period.

Several factors have contributed to this outcome.

First of all, the exports of textiles and clothing, account-
ing for over two-fifthsof manufactured exports in 1978, have bene-

fitted from the imposition of quotas on the exports of Japan, Hong Kong,

and Taiwan. This has led to a shift of production from these countries

to Thailand as well as to increased demand on the part of foreign buyers
for Thai textiles and clothing. In turn, the exports of precious
stones and simple electronics, each accounting for one-eighth of
manufactured exports in 1978, have benefitted from low labor costs.

Last but not least, the strength of private enterprise in Thailand

and the depreciation of the Baht in terms of non-U.S. currencies have
helped exports.

The exports of textiles and clothing may not continue to

increase at past rates, however. Thus, while Thailand has not yet
fully utilized its quotas and there are further possibilities for
upgrading existing exports, introducing new export products, and

seeking out new markets, the 5-6 percent annual increases in the

developed countries' imports of textiles and clothing under the
International Multi-Fiber Agreement will constrain future expansion.

In turn, while the exportation of precious stones and simple
electronic products promise Icontinued growth, they represent the pro-
cessing of imported and natural raw materials with few links to the
rest of the national economy. Therefore, if an export oriented
strategy is to be pursued, one cannot place exclusive reliance on

these products. Rather, there is need to diversify exports towards

commodities that contribute to the deepening of the industrial struc-
ture. The desirability of an export-oriented industrial development
strategy will be considered in the following.

Comnarative Advantace and Exrort Orientation

It has been noted that the contribution of manufacturing
industries to economic growth will be maximized if foreign exchange
is saved and earned at the least possible cost to the national economy.

This, in turn, requires exploiting the country's comparative advantage

which, in Thailand's case, lies in activities that utilize its natural

resources and abundant labor.

The availability of natural resources favors the development

of industries based on these resources, in particular in cases where

perishables are processed domestically (e.g. processed fruits, vegetables,
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and marine products) or there is a considerable weight loss in the

course of processing (e.g. concentrated animal feed and vecetable

oil). The expansion of these exports would have the further advantage
of contributing to the development of agriculture and to the regional

diversification of the manufacturing sector.

Furthermore, labor costs are low in Thailand, not only in

relation to developed countries but also in comparison with the foir

export-oriented Asian countries (Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan).
The Baht 35 per day minimum wace in the Bangkok area =aid to the
majority of unskilled workers in the manufacturing sector compares
to daily wages of Baht 800-1,000 in the major developed countries
and Baht 140-160 in the four Asian countries. With intercountry

differences in labor productivity being substantially smaller, Thailand
has a comparative advantace in labor-intensive commodities.

Among major industries, clothing, leather and leather products,

and furniture and fixtures are the least capital-intensive (most
labor-intensive) and create the larcest number of jobs per unit of
output. At the other end cf the spectrum, capital cost cer 'abor is

the highest, and employment creation the smallest, for zetrcleum and
coal products, primary metals, paper and paper products, and chemicals
(Table 1).

Machinery and transport equipment occupy an intermediate

position between these two groups of industries. At the same time, in

these industries, as well as in stone, clay and glass products, and in

the miscellaneous manufacturing category, considerable differences are

shown from product to produe.t. Table 2 provides information on capital

requirements per job and on the number of jobs per unit of output for
sixteen products exhibiting low capital intensity within these catego-
ries. Differences in factor intensity are also substantial among
parts, components, and accessories in the manufacture of electrical

and non-electrical machinery and motor vehicles.

While the data reported on Tables I and 2 pertain to the

United States, they are indicative of the gains that may be obtained

by specializing in labor intensive industries and, within particular

industries, in labor intensive products and processes in Thailand.
This is confirmed by calculations made for 34 IFCT projects which
show that the cost of saving a dollar in relatively capital-intensive
import substituting projects is two-to-three times as high as in labor
intensive export projects.

Economic Project Evaluation and the System of Incentives

It would appear, then, that rapid industrial growth in
Thailand would require allocating scarce capital to relatively labor-
intensive activities. Conversely, the data provide prima facie
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evidence of the low economic rates of return obtainable in large
import-substituting projects, such as petrochemicals, fertilizers,
and an intecrated steel complex, all of which have high capital

requirements and create few jobs per unit of output.

More accurate results can be obtained by applying the
technicues of economic project evaluation to large, Government-
sponsored investments. Project evaluation may take the form oz
calculating the domestic resource cost of saving and earning foreign
exchange or estimating the eccnomic rate of return at world market
prices that indicate the alternatives available to Thailand. This is
of particular importance in the case of the proposed industrial uses
of natural gas, for which the saving of foreign exchange through the
replacement of fuel oil -in electricity generation provides the sppor-

tunity cost.

In order to ensure that project evaluation is carried out
by utilizing appropriate technicues on a unifcrm basis, it would be
necessary to establish a project evaluation unit in Thailand. This
unit may report to the Economic Cabinet that would decide on the im-

plementation of large-scale Government-szonsored investment projects
and on industrial development strategy in general.

Prior to taking decisions, it would be useful to make public
the results of project evaluation, so as to invite debate on the
desirability of the projects in question. Information should also be
provided on the protection of the output of these projects as well as
on indirect subsidies granted through the establishment of project-
specific infrastructure or.-the provision of inputs at less than world
market prices.

While large, Government-sponsored projects should be subjected
to economic project evaluation, one should rely on incentives to
ensure that private business activities conform to the national in-
terest. In particular, excessive protection would permit firms to
expand at a high cost to the national economy and discourage efficient
export activities.

At the same time exporting firms have to take risks and reap
the rewards of their actions. Thus, although one may tentatively
identify potential exports in food processing, nondurable consumer
goods, simple assembly activities, and the production of labor-intensive
parts and components for assembly elsewhere, the choice should be left
to private initiative. At the same time, for the incentive system to
be fully operative, it would be desirable to liberalize price controls.

As noted earlier, the contribution of manufacturing indus-
tries to the growth of the economy will be maximized if production
for domestic markets and for exports receive equal incentives as has
been the case in Korea and Taiwan. It is proposed that steps in this
direction be taken in Thailand by increasing incentives to exports
and reforming the system of import protection.



Promotinc 1anufactured Exnorts

A variety of measures may be taken to promote manufactured
exports in Thailand. The measures proposed here aim at increasing
export capacity as well as utilizing existing -rcductive rapacity for
export. They inolude an extension of preferences to investment and
pre-export credit, the reform of the system of tax anrd tariff rehates,
the appliration or governmental promotion measures, and the modified
treatment of trading firms.

Credit Preferences

In order to contribute to the establishment of new.facilities
for export, it is suggested here to provide low interest loans to
investors who pledce to export, say at least 80 =ercent of the outnut
of a new plant or the extension of an existing plant, with the benerits
withdrawn if the tarcet is not met within a nrescribed -eriod. Pre-
ferential loans have been used to good effect by several countries
following export-oriented policies, among them Ireland.

Low-cost loans for investment in export capacity could be

extended by commercial banks in cases approved by the Board of Invest-
ment, with the Bank of Thailand financing the difference tetween non-

Preferential and creferential rates. The cost involved may be defrayed
by levying a tax on interest rates for non-prezerential loans. Alterna-
tively, commercial banks may be authorized to charge higher interest
rates on such loans. This would not cause undue hardship since the
12.5 percent interest rate paid by industrial firms on loans with
collateral has steadily declined in real terms as the rate of inflation,
measured by the wholesale rice index, rose from 4 percent in 1975 and
1976 to 5 percent in 1977 and 1978 and to 8-10 percent in 1979.

In order to encourage exporting from existing capacity, it
would further be desirable to simplify the administration of the
rediscounting of export bills that seems to have discouraged some

small and medium size exporters from applying. Also, one should

consider increasing the present 2 percent margin for commercial banks
that reportedly provides inducement only to extend export credit to

their more credit-worthy customers.

It would further be desirable to complement the rediscounting
facility of export bills by pre-export credits, in particular
the recently established fund for lending to small and medium size
exporters without collateral should be increased several times to be
effective in promoting exports by these firms. F'inally, it would be
desirable to establish the proposed export guarantee facility at the
earliest possibly date.

Tax and Tariff Rebates

There is further need for reforming the existing system of
tax and tariff rebates for exports. In this connection, reference
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may be made to the procedure followed by Korea and Taiwan that provide

rebates also to the domestic producers of inputs for export. Because
of its administrative recuirements, this procedure is not recommended

for Thailand. Rather, it is suggested to follow the example of e:ico
in setting rebate rates :or broad ex:ort roduct categories that fully
compensate for business t'xs and tariff:s aid on imoorted and domestic

inputs in the last stae o: mcl acture as well as at earlier staces.
While this procedure does not directly benefit the domestic producers

of inputs for export, they enjoy an indirect benefit as exporters

receive the tariff rebate even if they buy from domestic sources.

Rebate rates should be set in ad valorem terms for product

categories representing the aggregation of the 93 food prccessing and

manufacturino sectors of. the 1-975 input-output table, with exceptions

made for textiles where the rebate rates would depend on the material

utilized. The rates should be calculated as the averace of business
taxes and tariffs raid at the last and at all preceding stages of

production by utilizinc the input-output table. Firms should be allowed,

however, to apply for additional rebate if they can show that the

business taxes and tariffs caid oy toam exceed the average by at

least one-fifth.

Also, firms could continue to utilize the temporary admission

facilities of the Customs :eoartment. Correspondincly, two sets of

rebates should be set, as presently done by the Fiscal Policy Office,
for use by this Office as well as by the Custom Department.

Rebates should be raid automatically once exportation takes

place. Apart from providi;g for full rebates of business taxes and

tariffs that bear on the cost of export production, the proposed

procedures would simplify the setting of rebate rates and the processing

of application fror rebates.

Governmental Exoort Promotion Measures and Tradinc Firms

Among governmental export promotion measures, emphasis should

be given to strengthening the network of commercial attaches, organizing

trade fairs, and financing the participation of private exporters in

trade missions. This is because private firms have proved to be better
able to seek out trade opportunities than Governmental bodies.

In this connection, one may welcome the preferential treatment

provided to trading firms. At the same time, the conditions imposed

on these firms as to product composition would need to be reconsidered.

Under present lerislation, a number of products where Thailand has

excellent export possibilities are counted only up to a certain limit

in determining whether the trading firm has reached the prescribed

minimum size. The products in question include various frozen and

canned foods, plastics products and furniture, and consideration should

be civen to raising or eliminating their limits.
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Furthermore, the exemption from business taxes on purchases

Zor export should be extended to all trading firms. This is bec-ause

trading firms that do not meet the minimum conditions in regard to
size can play a useful role as specialized exnorters and may contribute
to the diversification of the ccm:-odity conosition and the ceograohical

distribution of Thai exports.

Reforning the Svstem of 7nmort Poctection

increases in export incentives should be accomanied by reduc-

ing the level of im-.ort srotection and rationalizing its structure.

For various reasons, the 17 oercent averace ratio of tariff nroceeds
to manufactured imports tends to understate the crotection of the
manufacturing sector. Tariffs that disczurage im--rtc are given a

small weight in :e avera7e that Ls also lwere cy one oari f a emp-

tions rovided to ;romocted firns and to thxorters; tne protection
of the prccessinc activity is augnented by the relativel> lcx tarIZ:s
on inputs; and import controls further increase the extent of protection.

As tariff rates escalate :ron zzwer tohicger degrees or
fabrication, effective rates of protecticn--tle protectic :of value
added in processing--often exceed nominal tariff rates by a substantial
margin. A major exception is acricultural machinery that is admitted
duty-free and Ls subject to neative effective protection due to tariffs
on its inputs. Tariff rates vary to a considerable extent from product

to product without a clear economic rationale. The existing tariff
structure has evolved as a result of actions taken in recard to par-
ticular items at different times wIthout adecuate consideration given
to their interrelationships. There is need therefore to rationalize
the tariff structure in order to serve Thailand's economic objectives.

It is suggested here to carry out a reform of the tariff

structure over the next five years by establishing tariff targets for
the end of the period, to be reached in annual installments. in
announcino the tarcet rates and the timing of changes on tarrfr rates
in advance, producers will be given sufficient time to prepare for
these changes.

With the exceptions noted below, a tariff target of 20 percent
may be set for the end of the five-year pariod. This target is lower

than the 30 percent benchmark used by the Board of investment that

excessively favors import substitution over exports in the manufacturing

sector and manufacturing activities in general over primary production.



-iiher tariff rates may be maintained, however, on products where the

foreign variety is considered a luxury, such as hich-fashion clothing.

But, in order to avoid the expansion of domestic luxury production,
tariff rates on such products should be limited to 43 percent as com-
pared to rates presently ranging up to 100 pErcent (150 percent on
assembled parsenger cars). If higher taxation of luxury goods is

desired, this s'ould ,e done by raising indirect taxes that apply to

domestic croduction also.

While--a few luxuries excapted--tariffs on all products pre-
sently manufactured dnestically should be reduced to 20 cercent by
the end of the five-;ear peri od, new products may receive higher prc-
tection on a temporary basis. Such infant industry prctection should
not exceed 15 percent over and above the tariff target and should be
oranted on a decressive scale, to be eliminated over a period of five

years. >oport controls should not be used for this ouriose and existing
controls should be Phased out.

Apart from reducing tariff rates presently in excess of 20
percent, the propcsed reform would involve raising tariffs 'n items that
are now subject to tariff rates of less than 2C percent, icI u Ing

various materials and acricultural machinery. Low tariffs on these
items discriminate acainst their comestic production while the resultino
subsidy to agriculture may be replaced by reductions in business taxes.

Although the revenue effects of the proposed tariff rerorm would
need to be estimated, it should not be assured that these effects would

necessarily be negative. This is because the lowering of tariffs may
lead to a more than proportionate increase in import volume. At the

same time, it may be presumed that the increase in imports would be

much exceeded by the rise in manufactured exports following the imple-

mentation of the proposed export promotion measures.

Investment Incentives

Under the Investment Promotion Act, promoted firms receive
exemptions from, or reductions in, income taxes on profits and dividends,

tariffs and business taxes on imported materials and machinery, and

business taxes on domestic materials and machinery. Additional benefits
may be provided to firms located in investment promotion zones as well

as to export firms. Hcwever, there have been relatively few cases of
investments in the promotion zones, and no exporter has received addi-

tional privileges under the Act.

The use of income tax exemptions on profits and dividends

derived from ororoted investments is a desirable measure as it rewards

firms that lower their production costs, irrespective of whether they

use labor or capital mcre intensive>y. By contrast, the accelerated

depreciation provisions used in scome other developing ccuntries encourace

capital intensive industries and production methods that is not desirable.



Capital-intensive products and nrocesses are, however, favored

by tariff exemptions on imorted machinery that also tend to discourage
the expansion of the domestic machinery ind7stry. Tn view of theze
adverse consequences, it would be desirable to nhase out tariff exenp-
tions on machinery, with exce:tions made for invest.-ent promotion zon s

and investments for exzort. The same commendatin is made in regard
to tariff reductions on imported materials and reductions in business
taxes on imported and domestic materials. Tarff reductions on irported
materials discourace their domestic production .hile reductions in
tariffs and business taxes on imported and domestic materials unduly
increase the protection of value added in processing (effective -rotec-

tion). As noted earlier, protection for new industries should be pro-
vided by using tariffs and be done on a decressive scale.

The System oif r.

The system of business taxes in 7hai-, i o- tne cascade-type
as the taxes levied on sales at successive stages of pror uction are
cumulative. This tax system has several i vnaes. Firstly, as
we have seen, rebatino business taxes on exo's 4s a comolicateo ro-
cedure. Also, incentives are rro'idad for vertical cncentraticn that
cermits reducing the tax burLen. Last but not least, a cascadc-tvpe
tax system discourages subcontractinc and the ceeoeninc of the industrial
structure in general.

:n contrast, under the value-added tax systen, taxes paid on
inputs can deducted from taxes on the output so that on % value added
in processing is taxed at each stage of producton. This ss tem mini-
mizes the administrative pro-ems invotved in rezating indirect taxes;
removes the fiscal advantage to =oncentration; and does not discriminate
against subcontracting.

These considerations indicate the sovanmages Thailand may derive
rrom adopting a value-added tax system. Paria stems in minis d.rection
have been taken by reducing business tax rates on inouts. The full
adoption of the value-added tax system should be subject to further
study in order to examine its administrative recuirements.

xuman and Phy'sical Tnfrastrujcture

For the system of incentives to have its full i:mact, appropriate
supporting measures need to be taken. They include providing human and
physical infrastructure and in particular, estab- shing export process-
ing zones and industrial estates.

As recards human capital, improvements in technical training
would be desirable. Consideration should furthner be given to subsidizing
training by firms. Such subsidization can be effective as, under
present conditions, firms may refrain rrom trainino ror :ear of losing
their workers after having incurred the cost of training.
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Decisions on physical infraztructure would need to be coordinated

with the govr-rnment's recgcnal de .c-nt objctives. Questions rela:n

to re' ional industrial dvelo-7ent will be considered in the folwn;.

t has been sugestet t!at ---- rthe exoansion in

zank:oK involves a social cost in the fOrn of conestion and rollution,

and the decentraliZation of industry has been proposed as a remedx.
Eut decentralizatiOn, too, involves a cost since nysi Cal infrastructure

would need to be provided to support the expansion of industrial

activities in new areas.

:n view of the cost of ;roviding physical infrastruoture and

the natural advantaces and disadvantaces of various recions in hailand,

one should rerrain from acvocating the -g- c dispersion of

industry in the guise of decontralizatiOn. Z.ater, er:.asis snould

be civen to the establish--ent of a limited n of "gzrcwth poles"

at appropriate locations, t3zethe: wh tlne extension of existina in-

frastructural facilities else4here.

Acart .rom _oc:essinc local natarials, 2aes in the interior

of Thailand are cererally not suitable c for industries

oriented towards exporting or selling in the Bangkok area, civen the

cost of the two-way trans=ortation of inputs and the zina product.

Also, exporting requires the availability of port facilities and favors

expansion in the Central Region that is easily accessible from Bangkok

:n fact, the building of roads has soon led to rapid indusorial exoan-

sion In this region. Mowever, there is need to orepare plans for the

development of the area, t. be linke: witn a master plan for 2angkok

itself.

Tndustrial expansion and exyort grcwth would further necessitate

the develo:ment of the eastern sa , ih-c__di the establishnent

of a new growth pole centered around the :ort at Zattahip. An Important

component of this growth pole ;ould be an export processing zone.

This zone, oriented towards the processing of imported materials, would

need to be complemented by the establishment of interlinked ndustries.

This, in turn, requires providing physical infrastructure as 
well as

housing and various _=enities in the area.

Given the cost involved, ene may question the desirability of

establishino additional growth poles in Thailand over the next five

vears. There is however need for setting up industrial estates, pre-

ferably specializing in particular inoustries. An example would be

the establishmnnt of an industrial estate for machinery production that

would include :etal working and machining shops and other specialist

suppliers.
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Apart frnm the procczsi.ng f local materials, industries in

th.e interior f Thaiand mav z'rvice the i-ca market throrgh assenblv

activitiCS, reci and mintenance, and by zatering to speciric ..oca2.
needs C Fr c-- oj crIction c f -ri cultiral m 1 e- enits and

Sm&l :chines 77y take pInce in rminC r .

Expoitin. th' dstria.l otcntial of the interior would be
assisted by the Cp S an the system of investment incentives.

it would further be desirable to inprove existing i-rrastructure,
bankirn, and 2:vern-ental services. As recards the latter, decentra-

lizing scme of the economic services of the gcvernment, prcviding
technical assistance to small and medium size firms, and granting in-

creased autonomy to the Iocal of:4cesof the IFCT would be especially
useful.

Ccr.cu - emarks

In this oaner, recomnoations nave 'een made for formulating
an Industrial development stratey for T.ailand. :he colicy measures
=rcposed to this end complement each other and ma' be considered a
"cackace". At the s:me time, to the axten: that atministrative con-
straints limit the irmatiate eplicatic'n of all of these measures,
first :rizrity should be ivon to the tro:otion of =X T s

because of the imor tant contribution extorts can make to industrial

gr:wth and to imroving balance or mpents, Lwahich is given urcency
by the recent increase in oil -rices.

Nevertheless, the administrative recuirements of the prorosed
Measures should not be overestimated. Their apolication would result

in increased automaticity in application and simplified
administrative procedures. And, in line with past practice, reliance
would be placed on private initiative, with the government establishing
appropriate rules to ensure that private decisions are in the national
interest.

The adootion of a coherent incustrial ': e oment stratec" and
the anlication of the necessarv -olicy easures recuire takinc
decisions at the hichest Governmental level as well as cooraination
amono economic -inistries and acencies. :n takinc decisions on indus-
trias stratezy, the Ec-ncmic Cabinet should act on reccm:cncations
by an interministerial Technical Ccmmittee. The -reparation of the
individual policy measures, in turn, would be entrusted to interminIs-
terial working policies established in liaison with the Technical
Committee.



TAPLE 1

CAPITAL -P: R&ET ER. -,B(~E N ~PC:E7PR

(K/E) (E/c)

;TC "C. _________ _ E_ Ry S ___-___

22 TEXTILE LL FRCDUCTS 9.7 23

23 APPAREL A::D OT:ER TEXTILE PRCDUCTS 2.0 40

24 L.EE.R AN;3;OOD PRcDUCTS 10.1 24

25 -E AND FIXTURES 4,5 31

2 p 2 R ! 5.4 

27 PRINTING AND FUSLISHING 9.6 28

23 CH1i:CAL A:D ALLIED PRODUCTS 23.4 13

FERTILIZERS 39.7 13

29 CETROLEUM AND cOAL PRCDOCTS 103.5 2

30 RUBEER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 15.0 20

31 LEAT-E.R AND FAER PRODUCTS 3.8 32

32 STONE, CLAY AND GLASS ?RCDUCTS 19.5 22

33 PRIMARY EETAL AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 26.1 15

STEEL AND STEEL PRC DUCTS 37.8 13

34 FAERICATED XETAL PRODUCTS 9.8 19

35 NCNELECTRICAL rACHINERY 10.7 19

36 EL CTR-CAL EQUIPEENT AND S;PPLIES 7.4 23

37 TRANSPORTATICN EQUIPNENT 9.1 13

38 INSTRtENTS AND RELATED PRODUCTS 9.2 21

39 MISCELLANEOUS CATEOCRIES 5.7 25

ALL CATEGORIES "3.3 3

a/ U.S. data for 1971, derived from the Census of !a'.anufactures.



TABLE 2

CA . (/) D C S CR

(K/E) (E/O)
PRCYJ2T CA: 3CRY (U3SO0) (Jobs)

V:TRECUS CH4hA FOOD UTENSILS 5.4 51

EARTHE>-:,-ARE FOOD UTENSILS. 3.5 61

.CALES .N. .A.kC.S 4.9 21

ELECR1C jMEASURING INSTRUF ENTS 5.7 33

RADIO AND IV EQENT 5.4 23

-- A. .-. Rr se AN TU E...:> 5.9 22

-,: AN; =CATS 5.7 30

WATc:Es AND C:!CKS 3.8 26

JEWELRY AND SILVERNARE 4.7 23

MUSICAL INSTRUM*:ENTS AND PARTS 5.2 32

GA.1ES AND TOYS 5.1 37

SPORTING GOODS 5.2 25

CCSTUME JEWELRY 3.3 30

BUTTONS . 31

EROC>S AND BRUS-, 5.9 29

MISCELLANECUS MANUFACTURES, n.e.s. 4.9 28

a/ U.S. data for 1971, derived from the Census of Manufactu-oes.



May 12, 1981.

Mr. Robert Heller
Bank of America National Trust

and Savings Association
Bank of Amerta Center
Box 37000
San crancisco, California 94137

Dear M1 elle

Enclosuresa Norma Campbell
Secretary to
Mr. Balassa



Mr. Adi J. Davar, EM May 12, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Terma of Reference: Turkey

I enclose the suggested draft of a mem by Mr. Bart addressed to me.
After consultation with Mr. Dubey, please prepare it for signature if you
agree with its contents.

cc: Mr. Dubey, EMNWV

Enclosure
BBalasamc



may 12, 1981.

Professor Peter B. Konen
Princeton University
Internatihnal Finance Section
Dickinson Rall
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dear Peter,

I would like to sk your agreement for the reprinting of my
paper "The Process of Industrial Development and Alternative Development
Strategies" in a volume of essays entitled The Newly-_Industrializing
Countries in th* World Reonemy Pergamon Press is publishing for mt.

Siceel yur



Mission Members May 12, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

1. We plan to have a short meeting of mission members upon arrival
in Ankara on May 17th at 8 p.m. in my hotel room, For confirmation,
please contact ne or Mrs, Helen Chin who is the amintrative assistant
and secretary to the mission.

2. 1 elose an aide memoire that was written during the mission I led
to Thailand two years ago. We vill prepare a similar aide meoiore - although
necessarily broader in coverage - after the first two weeks of the mission
in Ankara. Your contribution to the aide memoire will be requested by the
end of the second week. Those traveling at the time should call Mrs. Chin
and dictate their contribution to her.

cc: Messrs. Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMNlyP; Hume, E!NP, Zaman, 11M2; (without enclosure).

Enclosure
B0alassarnc



May 12, 1981.

Ms. Shirley W. Y. Eno
The Central Bank of China
Taipei, Talvn
The Republic of China

Dear Mrs. Kuo:

'Your letter rached me with some delay due to my absene from
Washington. Since my return, Mr. Fo-sheng Lin has written to Mr. Y, S. Lee.

May I use the occasion to ask if your staff could send me the
encloed data. I woud also appreciae it, if I could continue to reeive

the pubications you 4ares~r sent me.

Yours sinerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa



Data Pbsquirevme

1. Wag"s In Manufacturing In NT$ for Fourth quarter of 1980 and 1980 wmerage.

2. Exchange rates for Fourth Quarter and 1980 4unsuggms).

3. Wforking hours index for Fourth Quarter and 1980 4ammgeew).

4. Industrial production Index for Fourth Quarter and 1980 average.

5. Manufacturing Employment for Fourth Quarter and 1980 average.



Bela Balas, DRC

Staff Work Ap Pmmnr

I enclose, in e original and ons copy, the revised and retitled
version of "Structural Adjustment Policies In Developing Contres."
Following discusion with Mr. Bwngrner, I applied the Selimne accarding
to vhich one should refer to "*cnmlse rather th couris" Wien hoe
inclue Taiwan. Hoeer, char* n n n eda to daft aian from the tables;
this is permitted in esearch publicatious althoughk not in the WIDR

I am sending a eMp of the paper, together with a memo to Jan
banwth who is resposible for ensuring camplionce vith the guidelines
in DPS. As I am leaving for Turkey this eekmdn, you should aastoas
any questions you might have to him.

cc: Mr. Baneth, EYD

Enclosures
B~alassamne



Mr. John E. Merriam, IPA .May 12, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Koroa Paper

Following discussions with the Region, I have decided to
withdraw myr paper an Korea at this time. The paper will be revised
in the summer following a visit by a Korean delegation who will
present an outline of the now five year plan,

cc: Messrs. Floyd, LCP; Agarwala, ABA

BBalassasn4



Messenger Service May 12, 1981.

Bela Ralassa, DRC

Pick-up Parel at National Airport

Would You pleas* have a messener pick up from National Airport
Express Post Office a package for the World Bank, attention of Mr. Bela
Balassa. The number of this package is Cf656170. This parcel is from
Professor Maxwell1 Frpy University of Hawaii at Manoa, Department of
Economics, Honolulu, Hawaii.

The post office in Hawaii guaranteed delivery by noon, May 12th.

B~alassa one



may 11, 1981.

mr. Hubertus Maller-Grolinag
institut ftir Weltwirtechaft an der
Universtt Kiel

2300 Kiel 1, Postfach 4309
Gerwany

Dear Mr. Miller-Greling:

I have ade a few changes on the first page of my "Industrial
Prospects and Policies in the Devebnmed ountries" in the interest of
clarity. I he"0 that you cans take account of these changes befoe the
volum goes to prss. Should this not be the case, I presume that I
could makea the ehanges in the proofs.

Yours sinerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa
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Mr. Donald G. rysyn
Diector
Center for Soctal Science

Computation and Research
Savory W1i 145 DK-45
University of Washigton
Seattle, Washington 98195

Dear ft. Horrison:

We saken1 have copies of our Western Africa study by the end

of the year. I vill send you a copy at that time.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Bala



Mr.Pha Van Thu-yet, AS May 11, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

EAsan Olim

Dr. Hasan Olgun recmently wrote to me and snt me a paper of his
coeninag policy chang" in ETkey. I found the paper excellent and

c -'7 it OftLIE M myview that Olgun would do an aeeet job in analyzing
the syetem of proteetn in Pakistan.

)*
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Hk eresa aye
Departm et eono-ics
Mnash Unersty
Clayton, Victoria 3168
Australia

Dear Mr. Baysan:

I recently hared about the dissertation you submitted to the
University of sMnnsta ou 'Vhe Ecnmict Implicatione of Turkey's Entry

In-to the Commmn Kuet." I a 1*AdnS a Bank mssioen to Turkey mnx
week a*4 vould like to mat e your41nsaio on my return to Wabington
May I ask you to air "i a copy to me. Psen ea4 w& the bill for
postage in ce yournvesroty anot cover it.

Yours sineely,

cc.: Mr. Micels Noel, YP with paper.
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Dear Mr. Thooromt

I wu Mee to ask ymma memmt for the reprinting of my P&POTO
I'Th , 'N.w .otocioni and the Intenatioenal t mmy" and Ma e, t yoRon
and tho Daw*Iqstx4 Cosrm in it volm et f*"ay entited Tho Nsl-

Theakin a yo o &mm, Irmaismn, Bree es-ogisea

Ssnerely yours,

B 4



02,ma 11,~ 1981aQ

Banes. 'as4owde 4#1 4 voro
quartealy FAisLW

via Vittorio Veneto, 119

Iay

DearD.Crni

I vould liks to ask your ageem"ent for the repritngn of my
paper "The Chaging International Division of Labor in Manufattued
Goods" in a volume of *asays enttled The N "ly-adustrikalizS Contries
in the World Ig2oMy ftrgamma Press is publising for via.

Thanking yu in advance, I wafta,

Bel B*Iaasaa,



Mr. Aantoo Maria Cost&
nited Natons
Center for Dovelopommt. 7A0mming
Projectioand Policiames

Now York, Now York 10019

Dear Mr. costat

I would lk to ask your agreement for the roeitintg of my
paper "Prsets for Trade in Manuactured Goods bewe Idstrala aind
Developing Ctres, 1981990" to a volums of esas entited Teb ewly-
IndustrigiAMs Contres :L the s World Kqag Prgamam rsas publiashn
for so.

Sinceely yours,

Beal Bales*&
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Mir. VedUMtr GIM Clika
Metbam Securitesbeae and

Vimnan Corporation
Odalmala Is MakdItikgaggll Cdsia
286 ftyAua2

Da. Mr. Calia

. would like to na your agreement for the lreprinting of myi
P&Per "Growth m- Ple a a Md t --- * fteftg Ra&n Turey" In a v.o.ume o

Pegaa Pro is pulihigorso

Sincerely yours,

A A 4aas

>44
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May 11, 1981.

Mr. Joan L. Wamlbrosek
Uniersit Libre de Bruxelle-
Faeult* des Sciences Seciales

Politiquoas at ECO*aadques
C.P. 139
Avenue F.,-D, Roosevelt 50
B-1050 Brussels
ZZL0IUM

Dear Jean,

I would lik* to ask your agreement for the eprinting of my
paper "The Ecosmist Rae= n Hunarny Toeas AftorV in a volume of
*soase nttled The Neis tagatzftg Camtrims i th e Lawld !SoqMe
Porgasum Pee s publishig for me.

Th-akin you in &&vane, X remea,

Sincerely yours,

Bela Ralassa
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st ~ ~ ~ ~ a -t Mati re nere.t

175 5th Avonue
14w York, Now Tork 10010

Dear Sixs: Re: JZL 80-0405

Paws sendso rad Rein natl-. Cmemeal Pelicyt Iratasnal
zeo--mi teationh by Aleander J. Yoar*, I an a professor =4a wuld
appreciate recelaftg faculty disenmwt, ?leaas bil m at te aove
addreas,

To"8 truly,

Bela Ba*"
#4



Mrs. M0aria Rogue, PM0 may 11, 1981

Bela Balsea, DRC

Miss Kauko Gama

Kazukon (Kathy) Ogsam wa my student and is preparing bar dissertation
vO"Tr my OuP6"sigatens the Jobas ftpkIA* Untver*Ity. She has shown
intelligence ad doamxation in her studies. she In asoa ardAe1ent in the
orgmanaio of her work. #efialy, she is well-spok nt i geod In dealing
with others.

All these qualities should make Kathy Ogava an attractive candidate
for the Bank. I highly rtmwdher for a profesional position.

BAslassamae



En~~~a 110s 1981..184&

Deaten fEo oicsa etMy1tIhv sn i. ha

aSurrclme vitae to mne of a m olegues wbosa department mtht coneeivably
be inteeste in him. I would furthor susss tat yout write to th* Urban
Tzatitute where them are **~&Is Jobs aaiablo.

Bela Balaa

cc:
Mr. Stoutesd.ij, DEDDR
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L:DT. Sartrat K. Qesahi
Book Review Edtor

Pakista Insttute of Developawmt eenomics
Post Box No. 1091
Isamabad
Pakistan

Dow Dr. Qumeahi*

book review for the Pakitan Dealopaumt Revew for sometime to cam.

Touts 81=4krely,

Bala Balaa
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Inatitut do Sciemne sNath&&t:Lqu
Ot R"MTques AppiqtgAo
Srue PLOVV a t Iftis curie

75005 Paris
Frwance

4

I~~~~~~ am sorry$ tomyttd*to=yoligations I have, I will

Bel Balasia



may 11, 1981

31 Irving Sreet 31

Dear Mr, Cata= uet

I an sorry that you have not be= albl* to got Infor atin from

Mr. Loiva. I am afraithatui I bae n othwr source I coulsugeast to you.

Bel* aassa

~~*
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MMa Admissios Offie
School of Businesministation
The Universty of Western5 Ontario
London, Ontario
C=uda W6Aa 3K7

Dear Sir:

Bob Thoriaut has do"s an exceent job in working f or me as
a research assistaint since July IM0. He has emib itod emasidorable
intelliencand Jue#nemtyp In tM perfoeameon f is tasks. He s able to
work yeronctlvoly iwihouti cloe servision.

In mY Contaets vith him I have lestmad that Sob Theralt has a
very good groundfts in ocmmicsg. T|bio fact, toether with his oether
qutitieng sma him a -e wla C anter your school. I highly

recom~dthbat you admit his and provide his with a fellowship.

Bela 3&1..A



masy 11. 1981,

Xmailo Pubishing Company
866 3rd sAenu
Now York, Now York 10022

Dear Sitt:

I would like to ask your agreement for the reprinting of my
paper "The '9tages' Approach to Comparative Advantage" in a volume of

assay* entitled Th e__ejy-1vdustrWaLzste Countr4ies the Wld1 Monam
Pergaon Proe s epublishinag for me,

Th-ankn you in advance, I emn,

Bola aana

"Econmic Growth and Rosases
Volume 4, Notional and Interatlga Policie

Peedingst of the Tifth Congress of the
Intornatioal Sconeuic Assocation hold In mTky, Japan

Edited by Irma Adelman"

*4
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2134 Wyaning Avamm N.V.
was-nto, D.C. 2esma
mayp 9, 19"1

V:

Untermetional Reamsmea. Gotes
386 Park hAve Smth
Now York, N.Y. 10157

Door Sirs

lnalmW Is my contribution of $25.00. Plo*Aw use it as you

Your*si evely,

Emlownre ISAl an US"

PS. I bemnee from your offorts 25 years age.



Mrs. Betty Eltaxmsn 1DR May 8, 1981

Bela Balassa, DWs

Publication

Mr. Duloy agreed to the purchase of 100 copies of the paperback

$1,295. This i sliaghtly higher then my origial estimate of $1,000.
May I ask you to order the books so that shipment can be vade in Junea
when they are published.

c- M r. Duloy, DRC

Baassa
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May 8, Mi8.

Professor Ebrik meThbeckA
Depsatowt of Zcono.ice
Cornell University
tehaca, New York 14853

Dear Erik,

My sincexe congratulations on your reeeipt of a honoris cauna
doctorate degree In econo~mics from the Universty of Ghent. I sade yio
lecture with inerest and agree with its mwar txmlusins, At the ame
time, under preent conditions, I would give attention to efficiency
considersain, that i to sie me ditribution. The ratonale for this
vibv is given In the enclsedt pape "Structural Adjustment Policie in
Developing ountries."

$$a=*rway yours,

Enclosure Bela Balassa

*S
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Mr. Mntek S. Ahlmliou
A-1/47 Panchsea fteave

De ea Montsk,

I profselty *pol*&e for not responding Va your leter In which
you announce thbirt matn ymc socond ebild. By OUg tie he must be
qute grown.

apars on tae eatedw leu. I aal*"e ssra of my r seent apers
that hseo not yet bmen aireanat *n the ousiede. Revsed versins of these
V&Vara will be ent to you wth myv opglar mailngo, I just ecently sand
,yo several r0iutx,,, X hope that you bae ir eoes thma.

Cozol join* a In sending our best regars to sher, yourself and
the children.

Your&sines"I'e,

Enelosue Bela Balassa

RElosed: Industrial Prospets and Polices in the Devteloped Countries
Adjustmuet to Extenal Shocks in Developing Countries
The Policy Experience of Twelve Less Develoede Countries, 197379
Structural Adjustment Policies in Developing Countries



Mer, Joad da Silva Lopes
Caiza Coral do Bropositas
Largp do Santa Catarina
Liabon
Portugal

Dear Mfr. Silva Lopes:

Thank you for your letter of Apxr 28th. I am marry that you
have not received the two books by Maell= Fry. On* of these is a large
ascript he has reently prepared. To bea n the sfe side I will ask
hma for another copy.

I encloe the revseda version of my "Structural AUjustment Policies
in Developing Ctres" that contains some material relevant to out mission.
I further enclose a copy of my aid* mi*o*r prapaxod during my mision to
Thailand two yeas ago. I plan to write a stiiar aide mer In Turkey,
to which I will ask your cntribution during our visit there.

I hope thnat you hae receied by now your ticet and reservation
at the MAyuk Ankara hote!l* I expect that eeryone wi arrive there an
May 17th in the ate afternoon. I plan to have a short meeting of the mission
in my site smseme Sunday evsening.

Looking forward to coin you, I remain,

Sinerey yours,

EnlsrsBl aas
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Mmn. Frangoiss Carriero
Revue Ecomnovai4
54, boul. Raspail
75006 Paris
Frane

Cbare Yraw,018

Mo do ta lettro du 23 avril. Je suis contout de savoir que
nonarticle ve paraftv prmhpainewmt dans la Revue Ramiqa.Ae, Come ja
pars le 16 mai pour la Ttrquie, og I* soevce es p ostes a'ast pma des
plus afficaces je to prie do me pas m'envoyer e a Sprauvs. J* to **ae
das lore ts oe namsast- at tu voulais bion livse a6rouvs A ma place.

A no$ mailore amitifis ainsi qul celos de Carol.

Bela Weas"a



may 6, 1981.

Mr. All Koexan
Chairuan

Tfr smnayioileri vo
is aaulat detmegi

Cu-mit Cade
Dortler Apet 18/ &Umaa.
Istembul0
Turkey

Door M0r. oeaman:

1 will be ariving in Ankara on May 18th to lead a World Bak
mission on Uwknwraizen and Trade Stateies in Turkey. I plan to
ce to Istanbul to diseuse this subject on May 25 and 26th. I would
very sc i kae V*t alith you s well as with other industrialists
duriag my visit. I will all yvur ofm from Ankarsa to arrange a meeting.

Tm tbo meantime I would appreeiate It if you would send as any
TUSTAD publication whith appaale in English siace 1979. Plesso send
these publicatimns to the Buyuik Ankara Hoel.h

Yous slacoroy,

Boa*la



Ms hua-AhT. Tra1, AM may 8, 1981

Hotel. Reservation

I amledingn a viission to Turkey consititng of 13 staff ..embers
and consultants. I wishi to ask you to give your agree~me to the
Travel Offie (Mr. Gabor Beres) that a large suite be remnowed for me
at the Buyuk Ankara hoel for ,May 17th.

K~lasan

K



Mer. John R. Meririam, IPA May 8, 1981

Bela alsa, DRC

Publication

I vould like to ask your ogre aent for the Journal publication
of the encloed paper entitled "Koea in the Nieteen-E.ightion: Poes
and Prospects." I further encloase a telegram received from the Deputy
Prime Minister and Minster of Ecosnmi Plamang in Korea, agreeing
to publication. I am aso sending a copy of the paper to Mr. Flood
the Division Chief for "an.

I would appreciate reetyvig your aswer next week as I am leading
a mission to Turkey on May 17th.

cc:e Masers. Flood, Division Chief, ARA
Agarwala, Senior Economist, AEA

Enlosures
1smialastan
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M s. RaugplAavlAA ereraay M a ,18

Ienlose my revised and retitled paper you cmented anmetim

ago. Any fthuer aemamn reeived by May 12 cob could be token into
actout ta inte fial voelatn.

Enclosure
B~alasamse
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2*
Mr.* Ian M. Se, MVp WA , IBO

44

Mrs. Luaille W. Pewener w"s a susat of um 12 yor age; ber
husband Is my coliesse st Uopkius. fte to* to m asking if thmea
would be a possIbelity for her to got a job at the World Rm. alven her
earlier vork an Turkey and her intoat~ in project doevanio I thought
that you may wish to emaider her foee EM- Projects. Nor awwgiculum
vtae in enclosed.

nclosre

A>*



May 5, 1981

KOREA IN THE NINETEEN-EIGHTIES:

POLICIES AND PROSPECTS

Bela Balassa

*
The author is Professor of Political Economy at the Johns Hopkins

University and consultant to the World Bank. An earlier version of this

paper was prepared as an advisory report for the Government of Korea follow-

ing a visit to Seoul in July 1980. The author is indebted to government

officials and economists for helpful discussions. He is also thankful to

Mr. Suk Tai Suh for the calculations of real exchange rates and to

Messrs. Rangopol Agarwala, George Szapary, Larry Westphal and Sweder van

Wijnberger for useful comments. He alone is responsible, however, for the

content of the paper that should not be interpreted to reflect the views

of the Government of Korea or of the World Bank.



Introduction

Korea has been considered as one of the success stories among

developing countries. Starting from a small industrial base, it developed

a modern industrial structure and achieved high rates of economic growth

based largely on export orientation, during the decade preceding the 1973-74

oil crisis. Also, Korea was able to rapidly surmount this crisis through the

continued application of an export-oriented strategy.

In 1979, however, Korea suffered a decline in the volume of

merchandise exports, and in 1980 it experienced a 5.7 percent fall in its gross

national product, together with a current account deficit of $5 billion. In

these respects, Korea compares unfavorably with the other Far Eastern

economies , Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan, which have maintained rapid

rates of growth of exports and GNP and avoided substantial balance-of-payments

disequilibria.

This paper will attempt to explain recent economic developments in

Korea by reference to the policies applied. It will further make recommenda-

tions for policies that may be pursued to redress the situation and to exploit

the growth potential of the Korean economy during the eighties.

1/
Economic Developments in Korea, 1978-79-

With real GNP rising about 10 percent a year in the decade and

a half following the policy reforms of the early sixties, Korea was one of

the star performers of the world economy. Rapid economic growth was achieved

1/ For an analysis of incentive policies in Korea, see Balassa, (1977, 1981a)

and Westphal (1981); Korea's economic performance is discussed in consid-

erable detail in Hasan and Rao (1979). Unless otherwise noted, the data

cited in this section originate in Economic Statistics Yearbook and other

publications of the Bank of Korea.
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under an export-oriented strategy that led to increases in the volume of exports

of goods and services at approximately 27 percent a year between 1963 and 1977.

Korea's high "export elasticity," with a ratio of the rate of growth

of exports to that of GNP of 2.7 in the period 1963-77, indicates the central

role exports played in the growth process. In terms of 1975 prices, the exports

of goods and services equalled 42.5 percent of GNP in 1977 as compared to a

ratio of 4.7 percent in 1963 and 17.1 percent in 1970. Exports contributed

to economic growth by utilizing Korea's comparative advantage in labor-

intensive industries, permitting the exploitation of economies of scale,

ensuring the full use of capacity, and creating demand for domestically-

produced goods used as inputs in export production and consumed by workers

engaged in export activities.

Its outward orientation made it possible for the Korean economy to

quickly overcome the effects of the quadrupling of petroleum prices of 1973-74

and the world recession of 1974-75. With the volume of merchandise exports

rising by 22.9 percent in 1975 and 35.9 percent in 1976, Korea was able to

re-establish rapid rates of economic growth while eliminating its large

balance of paymnets deficit (Balassa, 1981b).

The slowdown in the world economy led to a decline in the rate of

growth of the volume of Korean merchandise exports to 19.0 percent in 1977.

Nevertheless, it still exceeded the export growth rate experienced by Korea's

major competitors, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong by a considerable margin.

The situation changed to the detriment of Korea in 1978 and, in particular, in

1979 when it experienced a 1.1 percent decline in its merchandise exports,
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expressed in constant prices, while exports increased by 6.6 percent in

Taiwan, 20.1 percent in Singapore, and 16.6 percent in Hong Kong (Table 1).

The extent of the shortfall in Korean exports, associated with the

loss of market shares to the other three Far Eastern economies, can be indicated

in different ways. Calculating the dollar value of exports that would have

occurred if increases in Korea matched average increases of exports by these

countries in 1978 and in 1979, the export shortfall is estimated at $2.2

billion in 1979. And, 1979 exports would have been $8.2 billion higher had

Korea maintained the advantage in export growth it experienced in 1976 and in

1977 vis-a-vis the three countries.

An important factor contributing to the deterioration of Korea's

export performance was the decline in the competitiveness of its manufactured

exports which account for over 90 percent of the total. Following increases

in 1973, Korea's real exchange rate, calculated by adjusting the nominal

exchange rate for changes in wholesale prices relative to its principal trading

partners,,returned to the level observed in the early seventies by 1975. The

real exchange rate fell afterwards, declining by 12 percent between 1975 and

1979 (Table 2).

At the same time, calculations of real exchange rates derived by the

use of wholesale price indices underestimate the extent of the deterioration of

Korea's competitive position. This is because increases in the prices of goods

that enter international trade are limited by foreign competition, and hence

they do not fully reflect the rise in production costs. Correspondingly,

interest attaches to changes in unit labor costs which show the extent of cost

pressures on the firm due to increases in wages adjusted for variations in

labor productivity. Differential changes in wholesale prices and in labor
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Table 1

Export Performance in 1974-80: Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong
(Annual Percent Change)

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Korea

Export value (US$ bil.)- 38.5 13.9 51.6 30.4 26.5 18.4 16.3
Export volume index 9.3 22.9 35.9 19.0 14.2 -1.1 10.9
Unit value index 26.6 -7.3 11.7 9.5 10.7 20.0 4.9

Taiwan

Export value ($bil.)- 25.2 -5.8 53.8 14.6 31.9 23.6 23.0
Export volume index -4.3 0.2 50.2 7.8 24.1 6.6 10.6
Unit value index 30.9 -5.9 2.4 6.4 6.1 16.0 11.2

Singapore

Export value ($bil.)- 60.2 -7.9 21.8 24.9 23.5 39.9 36.0
Export volume index 10.1 -8.3 19.0 15.1 12.4 20.1 16.8
Unit value index 45.5 0.4 2.4 8.5 9.9 16.5 16.4

b/
Hong Kong -

Export value ($bil.) - - 41.7 12.9 19.5 31.8 29.5
Export volume ind x - - 30.0 4.6 11.0 16.6 10.2
Unit value index- - - 9.0 7.9 7.7 13.0 17.5

a/ Based on balance of payments accounts.
b/ Trade figures from IMF Data Bank.
c/ Derived from export value and volume figures.

Source: IMF International Financial Statistics and Data Bank.



Table 2

Nominal and Real Exchange Rates
(1975 = 100)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
(Annual Averages)

Nominal and Real Exchange Rates, Korea

(1) Nominal Exchange rate, Won per U.S.$ 310.4 350.1 394.0 398.5 406.0 484.0 484.0 484.0 484.0 4M4.0 607.6
(2) Wholesile Prices, Korea 42.1 45.7 52.0 55.6 79.0 100.0 112.1 122.2 136.5 162.1 225.3
(3) Unit Libor Costs, Korea 62.4 66.7 71.8 72.3 85.8 100.0 124.2 144.0 168.6 2100.') 239.3
(4) Foregn Wholesale Price, U.S.$ 58.8 61.4 66.0 78.6 93.6 100.0 104.3 112.8 129.9 143.3 163.5
(5) Iela.:Ive Wholesale Prices (2) (4) 71.6 74.4 78.8 70.7 84.4 100.0 107.5 108.3 105.1 113.1 1317.8
(6) Relativle Unit Labor Costs (3) (4) 106.1 108.6 108.8 92.0 91.7 100.0 119.1 127.7 128.6 119.9 146.4
(7) Real E>:change Rate (Wholesale Prices) (1) (5) 433.5 470.6 500.0 563.6 481.0 484.0 450.2 446.9 460.5 427.9 141.0
(8) Real E)ehange Rate (Unit Labor Costs) (1) (6) 292.6 322.3 362.1 433.2 442.7 484.0 406.4 379.0 376.4 346.0 415.2

Unit Labor (osts, U.S. Dollars

(9) Korea 97.3 92.2 88.2 88.9 100.6 100.0 124.1 143.5 167.1 201. 239.3
(10) UJnltel States n.a. n.a. 74.6 76.7 84.9 100.0 100.7 107.3 115.7 125.4 142.1
(11) .Japan n.a. n.a. 58.0 67.5 80.4 100.0 99.4 113.2 144.0 133.7 129.1
(12) TaI wa n.a. n.a. 61.9 67.0 95.9 100.0 95.3 94.8 92.4 105.2
(13) SIngawore n.a. n.a. n.a. 69.3 88.2 100.0 98.2 117.3

IUnit Labor Cost and Real Wages, Korea

(14) Nomlinl Wage 37.9 45.2 52.4 58.2 78.7 100.0 134.7 180 2 242.1 311.4 183.1
(15) Manufacturing Output 35.3 41.1 47.8 64.8 83.7 100.0 131.8 158.7 196.4 220.2 215.8
(16) Manufacturing Employment 58.2 60.6 65.5 80.5 91.2 100.0 121.5 126.9 136.8 141.8 134.8
(17) Labor Productivity (15) (16) 60.7 67.8 73.0 80.5 91.8 100.0 108.5 125.1 143.6 155.3 160.1
(18) Unit Labor Costs (14) (17) 62.4 66.7 71.8 73.2 85.7 100.0 124.1 143.5 168.6 20o.5 239.3
(19) Consumar Prices 49.1 55.7 62.2 64.2 79.8 100.0 115.3 127.0 145.3 111.9 221.3
(20) Real Wages (14) (19) 77.2 81.1 84.2 90.7 98.6 100.0 116.8 141.8 166.6 181.2 173.1



Table 2 Cont'd.

Nominal and Real Exchange Rates
(1975 = 100)

1979 1980

I II III IV I II III IV

Nominal and Real Exchange Rates, Korea

(1) Nominal Exchange Rate, Won per US$ 484.0 484.0 484.0 484.0 571.0 594.1 613.3 652.1
(2) Wholesale Prices, Korea 146.0 156.3 170.6 175.4 201.1 222.6 231.0 245.9
(3) Unit Labor Costs, Korea 174.5 191.2 204.7 235.2 218.2 232.1 248.7 260.6
(4) Foreign Wholesale Price, US$ 140.0 139.9 146.8 147.7 153.5 159.5 167.2 171.6
(5) Relative Wholesale Prices (2) : (4) 104.3 111.7 116.2 118.8 131.0 139.6 138.2 143.3
(6) Relative Unit Labor Costs (3) : (4) 124.6 136.7 139.4 159.2 142.1 145.5 148.7 151.9
(7) Real Exchange Rate (Wholesale Prices) (1) : (5) 464.0 433.3 416.5 407.4 435.9 425.6 443.8 455.1
(8) Real Exchange Rate (Unit Labor Costs) (1) : (6) 388.4 354.1 347.2 304.0 401.8 408.3 412.5 429.3

Unit Labor Costs, U.S. Dollars

(9) Korea 174.5 191.2 204.7 235.2 218.2 232.1 248.7 260.6
(10) United States 121.3 124.0 126.5 130.0 133.0 141.6 147.6 146.8
(11) Japan 145.7 135.5 133.9 121.7 115.0 124.1 136.6 142.9
(12) Taiwan 126.5 94.2 98.0 100.5 124.6 107.2 113.2
(13) Singapore

Umit Labor Cost and Real Wages, Korea

(14) Nouinal Wage 271.8 298.4 322.2 356.8 332.9 370.0 408.1 421.4
(15) Manufacturing Output 224.2 222.3 220.3 214.2 216.7 213.6 213.7 219.1
(16) Manufacturing Employment 143.9 142.4 140.0 141.2 142.0 134.0 130.2 135.5
(17) Labor Productivity (15) : (16) 155.8 156.1 157.4 151.7 152.6 159.4 164.1 161.7
(18) Unit Labor Costs (14) : (17) 174.5 191.2 204.7 235.2 218.2 232.1 248.6 260.6
(19) Consumer Prices 159.1 170.9 175.7 182.0 200.3 215.7 226.2 243.0
(20) Real Wages (14) : (19) 170.8 174.6 183.4 196.0 166.2 171.5 180.4 173.4

Source: IMF International Financial Statistics and Bank of Korea Monthly Economic Statistics
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costs, in turn, provide an indication of changes in profit margins.

As shown in Table 2, unit labor costs in Korean manufacturing rose

less rapidly than wholesale prices until 1975, thereby raising profit margins.

The situation was reversed after 1975; between 1975 and 1979, unit labor costs

doubled while wholesale prices increased by 62 percent. The ensuing decline

in profit margins reduced the profitability of exports and raised the spectre

of bankruptcy over a number of firms engaged in export activities.

The reduced profitability of exports is also indicated by real

exchange rate calculations made with respect to changes in unit labor costs

in Korea (for lack of information, wholesale price indices rather than indices

of unit labor costs have been used in the calculations for Korea's principal

trading partners). The results show a decline in Korea's labor-cost-adjusted

real exchange rate by 29 percent between 1975 and 1979.

These calculations have been made by reference to Korea's principal

markets in developed countries, so as to indicate changes in the competitive-

ness of Korean producers in these markets. Further interest attaches to compari-

sons of unit labor costs in Korea, in its principal export markets, and in

countries competing with Korea in these markets. The data of Table 2 indicate

that unit labor costs, expressed in terms of U.S. dollars, increased by 101

percent in Korea between 1975 and 1979 while increases were 34 percent in

Japan and 25 percent in the United States and an increase of only 5 percent

occurred in Taiwan.

Through its impact on exports, the deterioration of the competitive-

ness of Korean industry adversely affected economic growth, albeit with a time

lag. This is indicated by the reversal of the pattern of year-to-year changes

in real GNP between the four quarters of 1977 (9.7, 9.2, 11.2, and 13.7 percent)
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and those of 1978 (17.1, 16.7, 13.8, and 4.9 percent). The pattern observed

in 1978 continued in 1979 (13.6, 9.2, 6.0 and 1.0 percent), when seasonally

adjusted real GNP actually declined in the last two quarters.

Exports and economic growth were also adversely affected by the sectoral

allocation of investment. The government favored capital intensive industries

producing intermediate goods and heavy machinery by the use of credit and

fiscal measures as well as by "moral suasion," often practically forcing firms

in labor-intensive export industries to invest in the favored industries.

Capital-intensive industries producing intermediate products, such

as ferrous and nonferrous metals, petrochemicals, and chemicals, as well as

heavy machinery, such as electrical power generators, heavy construction

equipment, and heavy engineering, benefited from the decline in real interest

rates after 1977. These industries were also given priority in the allocation

of domestic credit and in providing access to foreign credit. 'Directed'

credit assumed increased importance during the period and the cost of

credit to the industries in question was further reduced through preferential

interest rates. Finally, they benefited from fiscal incentives in the form of

exemptions from corporate income taxes as well as accelerated depreciation

provisions which also lowered the cost of capital.

While the availability and the low cost of credit and favorable tax

treatment increased the profitability of the domestic production of capital-

intensive intermediate goods and heavy machinery, the incentives alone did not

suffice to ensure that investment in these industries was undertaken to the

extent desired by the government. In order to obtain the desired pattern of

investment, the government exerted pressure on firms in light industries to
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invest in capital-intensive intermediate goods and heavy machinery. At the

same time, the government had leverage over these firms through its control of

much of the credit supply.

The effects of the measures taken are apparent in the pattern of

investment during the Fourth Five-Year Plan period (1977-81). While the

amount of industrial investment undertaken in the first three years was 80

percent of that planned for the entire five-year period, the relevant figures

are 130 percent for basic metals and 101 percent for chemicals and other

intermediate products. By contrast, only 50 percent of planned investment

was undertaken in the textile industry and 42 percent in the other light

industries. Machinery, electronics, and ships occupy a middle position, the

relevant figure being 101 percent, with larger than planned increases for

1/
heavy machinery.-

At the same time, the investment targets for capital-intensive

intermediate goods and heavy machinery in the Fourth Five-Year Plan much

exceeded figures for earlier periods. With the overfulfilment of plan targets,

then, in 1977-79 26.8 percent of manufacturing investment was in basic metals,

28.8 percent in chemicals and other intermediate goods, 23.3 percent in

machinery, electronics, and transport equipment, 12.6 percent in textiles and

clothing and 8.5 percent in other light industrial goods. This contrasts

with the relative shares of the same industries in industrial production in

the base year of the plan, 1975: basic metals, 7.7 percent; chemicals and

other intermediate goods, 25.8 percent; machinery, electronics, and transport

l/ The data have been provided by the Economic Planning Board of Korea.
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equipment, 14.7 percent; textiles and clothing, 25.4 percent; and other

light industrial goods, 26.4 percent.

The emphasis given to investments in industries producing capital-

intensive intermediate goods and heavy machinery lowered the productivity

of capital in Korean manufacturing. This is evidenced by the rise in the

incremental capital-output ratio. This ratio was 1.34 in 1970-73 and 1.46

in 1973-76; it rose to 1.63 in 1976-78 and reached 2.73 in 1979.

The rise in the incremental capital-output ratio reflects high costs

in industries producing intermediate goods and heavy machinery. Apart from

the capital-intensity of the production process, firms in these industries

could not fully utilize their capacity in the confines of the domestic

market and are not sufficiently specialized.

Unused capacity in capital-intensive intermediate goods and heavy

machinery industries contrasts with the lack of sufficient new capacity in

traditional labor-intensive export industries that were disadvantaged by

the system of credit allocation and suffered the adverse consequences of the

increased overvaluation of the won. The scarcity of new investments in these

industries, in turn, hindered the expansion and the upgrading of Korea's

labor-intensive exports.

Exchange Rate Changes and Export Performance in 1980

It appears, then, that the maintenance of the exchange rate at

484 won to the dollar from 1974 to 1979 in the face of rapid increases in

labor costs reduced the competitiveness of Korean industry, with adverse

effects on exports. Increases in labor costs reflect the 81 percent rise in

real wages between 1975 and 1979 in response to pressures on labor markets
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resulting from the rapid expansion of construction activity in the course of

the implementation of investments in industries producing capital-intensive

intermediate goods and heavy machinery. These investments raised the share of

gross fixed investment in GDP from about 25 percent in the mid-seventies to

32 percent in 1978 and 1979. At the same time, the capital needs of Korea's

traditional export industries were not provided for.

Apart from reductions in export shares, the deterioration of the

competitiveness of Korean industry gave rise to increased imports. The high

import intensity of industries producing intermediate goods and heavy

machinery further aggravated the situation. As a result, the rate of growth

of the volume of imports accelerated, from 14 percent a year in the 1970-77

period to 21 percent a year between 1977 and 1979. The acceleration of

imports is even greater if we exclude the import content of exports; the

relevant figures are 11 percent in 1970-77 and 25 percent in 1977-79.

To improve the competitiveness of Korean industry, on January 12,

1980 the won was devalued by 20 percent in terms of the U.S. dollar. As

a result, notwithstanding rapid price increases in the fourth quarter of

1980, the real exchange rate calculated by the use of wholesale price indices

depreciated by 7 percent from the 1979 fourth quarter level, which represented

a 16 percent appreciation as compared to 1975 (Table 2).

With small exchange rate adjustments in the remainder of the year,

the exchange rate reached 656 won to the U.S. dollar, representing an addi-

tional depreciation of 13 percent over the January 1980 rate. However, this

depreciation was barely sufficient to offset the rise in domestic prices, so

that in the last quarter of 1980 the real exchange rate was still 8 percent

lower than in 1975.
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Greater improvements occurred in labor costs as pressures on

profit margins, relatively high unemployment, and exhortation by the govern-

ment led to a slow down of wage increases, with real wages declining by

3 percent between the fourth quarter of 1979 and 1980. Correspondingly,

the real exchange rate, calculated by the use of unit labor cost indices,

depreciated by 37 percent between the fourth quarter of 1979 and 1980.

Neverthless, this index still showed an appreciation of 14 percent as compared

to 1975. Also, despite a decline in unit labor costs in terms of U.S. dollars,

their 1980 level exceeded the 1975 figure by 139 percent while comparable

figures were 29 percent for Japan, 42 percent for the United States, and

10 percent in Taiwan.

The depreciation of the real value of the won has led to increases

in the volume of Korea's merchandise exports by 10.9 percent in 1980, approxi-

mately matching estimated changes in Taiwan and Hong Kongalthough falling

short of the 16.6 percent increase in Singapore (Table 1). With the depreciation

1/
limiting increases in export unit values,- the dollar value of exports however

increased substantially less in Korea (17.0 percent) than in the other three

economies (Taiwan, 23.0 percent, Hong Kong, 29.5 percent; and Singapore, 36.0

percent). Thus, Korea continued to lose market shares to its Far Eastern

competitors in 1980.

Dcmestic Policy Measures

Simultaneously with the January 12 devaluation, various domestic

policy measures were taken. The target growth rate of the broadly defined

I/ 3y the end of 1980, averageunit values in Korea relative to other countries
rearly regained the 1975 level. I am indebted to Sweder van Wijenberger
on this point.
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money supply was reduced to 20 percent a year as compared to increases in

end-year values of 39.7 percent between 1976 and 1977, 35.0 percent between

1977 and 1978, and 24.6 percent between 1978 and 1979. Also, interest rates

were raised from 18.6 percent to 24.0 percent on one-year time deposits, from

18.5 percent to 24.5 percent on one-year loans to prime borrowers, and from

9.0 percent to 15.0 percent on export loans, with a rate of 12.0 percent applying

until June 30.

In response to the deterioration of the economic situation, domestic

expansionary measures were taken on June 5. They included raising the target

growth rate of the broadly defined money supply to 25 percent, reducing

interest rates on domestic savings and loans by one percentage point, and

postponing the scheduled increase of interest rates on export loans from

12 percent to 15 percent for another six months. At the same time, the

government released 113 billion won for public works programs, which had been

withheld earlier in the year.

Further expansionary measures were taken on September 16, involving

the liberalization of selective credit controls, increases in the availability

of loans for construction activity and for small- and medium-size firms, and

reductions in interest rates to savers as well as to borrowers. Interest

rates were set at 21.9 percent on one-year time deposits and at 21.5 percent

on one-year loans to prime borrowers.

Expansionary measures were again introduced on November 11, providing

special loan facilities to firms in difficulties, lowering consumption taxes

on durable consumer goods, including automobiles, color TV sets, and

elect:ical home appliances, and reducing interest rates. Interest rates
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were reduced by an additional two percentage points and were set at

19.5 percent on one-year deposits and loans.

In turn, wholesale prices rose by 44 percent and consumer prices by

35 percent between December 1979 and December 1980. And while these results

were affected by the large oil price increase in the first half of 1980 and by

the impact of the January devaluation, wholesale prices rose at an annual rate

of 35 percent in the fourth quarter of 1980 as compared to 28 percent in the third

quarter. Corresponding increases in consumer prices were 22 percent in the

third quarter and 37 percent in the fourth quarter. The resulting negative

real interest rates contrast with positive real interest rates established in

Korea in the mid-sixties and re-established after the oil crisis.

Part of the increase in prices is explained by the rise in food prices

due to the disastrous harvest in 1980. Still, excluding food, wholesale prices

rose at an annual rate of 31 percent in the fourth quarter of 1980 while the

increase in consumer prices was 7 percent. The expansionary measures

taken were an important factor contributing to this increase. The consoli-

dated public sector deficit reached 548 billion won in the fourth quarter of

1S30 as compared to a small surplus in the first three quarters and a deficit

cf 197 billion won in the fourth quarter of 1979. For the year 1980 as a

whole, the consolidated public sector deficit reached 3.7 percent of GNP

as against the originally estimated figure of 2.5 percent. In turn,

the broadly defined money supply rose by 26.7 percent between December 1979

and December 1980.

The Growth Potential of the Korean Economy

In analyzing desirable policy measures for Korea, one needs to

consider their short-term as well as their long-term effects. This, in turn,
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necessitates examining the growth potential of the Korean economy. In this

connection, comparisons with Japan are of interest.

Notwithstanding its rapid economic growth, per capita incomes in

Korea, expressed as a percentage of incomes in Japan and measured at the

official exchange rate,changed relatively little, from 12 percent to 14

percent over the last fifteen years. This is because economic growth has

been rapid in Japan as well, albeit it started from a much higher base, and

its population has been rising more slowly.

Korea would have to attain high growth rates to approximate

Japan's present income level at the turn of the century. Rapid economic

growth is also necessary in order to fulfill the aspirations of the Korean

people. While considerable attention has recently been given to social

goals in Korea, it is economic growth that permits attaining these goals.

At the same time, the experience of Japan indicates the possibili-

ties for rapid economic growth in Korea, provided that appropriate policies

are followed. Such policies would have to aim at the rapid expansion of

exports as has been the case in the past. In participating in the international

division of labor, exports permit the exploitation of Korea's comparative

advantage, the full use of capacity, and production at an efficient scale.

Also, exports provide inducements for technological change and supply foreign

exchange to purchase the imports necessary for economic growth.

In order to provide impetus for rapid economic growth, exports

would have to rise more rapidly than the gross national product. This is

indicated by the experience of every successful economy, including that of

Japan. Thus, over the past quarter century, exports in Japan grew more than
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one-and-a-half times as fast as its GNP."

The need for continued export orientation is recognized in the

Proposed Guidelines for the Fifth Economic and Social Development Plan for

1982-86 (July 1980). Under each variant, the export elasticity (the ratio

of the rate of growth of exports to that of GNP) is between 1.5 and 1.6.

GNP and export growth rates are 9.0 percent and 14.2 percent; 8.0 percent

and 12.1 percent; and 6.5 percent and 9.8 percent under the three variants,

respectively.

With population rising 1.6 percent a year, and the labor force by

2.7 - 3.0 percent a year in the Fifth Five Year Plan period, a rate of

economic growth of 6.5 percent would not permit fulfilling the economic

and social aspirations of the Korean people, however. This variant would

also give rise to unemployment averaging 6.2 percent of the labor force.

At the same time, income differentials with Japan indicate the

potential for increases in productivity that would permit attaining high

rates of economic growth in Korea. Nor does the required expansion of

exports face unsurmountable obstacles in foreign markets. Thus, according

to estimates made by the author, the exports of manufactured goods by the

developing countries to the industrial countries would rise by 12.5 percent

a year between 1978 and 1990. And manufactured exports may rise even more

rapidly to other developing countries and, in particular to the Middle East

(Balassa, 1980).

Through the upgrading and the diversification of exports, Korea

may reach higher than average rates of export growth and regain losses in

1/ For a more detailed discussion, see Balassa, 1981a.
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market shares in the industrial countries. Its increasingly sophisticated

industrial structure would also permit exploiting the opportunities offered

by the markets of OPEC and non-OPEC developing countries. The possibilities

for export expansion are further indicated by the fact that, in per capita

terms, Korea has only one-eighth of the exports of the smaller European

countries, excluding intra-EEC trade.

Rapid export growth, and the acceleration of the growth of exports

following the poor performance of the last two years, in turn, requires

adopting appropriate policies. These will be considered under the following

headings: incentive policies, investment allocation, and the accumulation

of physical and human capital.

Incentive Policies

Apart from the long-term requirements of economic growth, the

rapid expansion of exports is necessary in order to regain the "growth path"

of the Korean economy. Rapid export expansion is also necessary in the

short run, in order to reduce Korea's current account deficit that exceeded

$5 billion in 1980, equalling 9 percent of its gross national product. At

the same time, this deficit was associated with a 5.7 percent decline in GNP

1/
and, given the high import elasticity in Korea,- it would have been larger if

the economy continued to expand. This conclusion follows even though the poor

harvest,which entailed a reduction in GNP by about four percentage points,

necessitated increased food imports.

1/ On the basis of past experience, it may be assumed that a one percent

increase in GNP is associated with an approximately one-and-a-half

percent rise in imports.
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Attaining the goal of rapid export expansion would necessitate taking

measures to improve the competitiveness of exports. At the same time, restoring

the competitiveness of Korean industry is an urgent task since otherwise estab-

lished export positions will be lost and new exports will not develop. In turn,

a domestic expansionary policy would adversely affect the balance of payments

both by drawing resources from export industries and leading to "import

leakages."

The possible effects of alternative policies are indicated by

simulations performed with the model of SRI International developed by

Sung Y. Kwack and Michael Mered (1980). Simulations of the effects of a

100 billion won increase in government expenditures in 1970 prices, amounting

to 3.0 percent of GNP in the base year, and those of a 10 percent devaluation

of the won, offer particular interest.

Increased government expenditures would raise Korea's gross

national product by 2.1 percent in the first year, but part of this gain

would be lost in subsequent years through rising imports and, by the fifth

year, GNP would be only 1.4 percent higher than before the expansionary

measures were taken. At the same time, such a policy would lead to a fall

in export volume, and it would increase Korea's current account deficit.

By contrast, the volume of exports would rise by 7.8 percent in

the first year, and by 12.6 percent by the fifth year, following a 10 percent

devaluation of the won. As a result, Korea's gross national product would

increased by 3.8 percent initially and by 6.2 percent after five years.

Notwithstanding the rise in import volume by 3.6 percent, the current

account balance would improve since the 6 percent increase in export prices
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expressed in terms of the domestic currency would limit the deterioration

of the terms of trade.

Increases in export prices in terms of domestic currency are necessary

in order to provide appropriate incentives to exporters through improvements in

profit margins. Profit margins would increase substantially following a 10

percent devaluation as the consumer price index, heavily weighted with

services, would rise by only 4 percent as a result, so that maintaining real

wages at pre-devaluation levels would require only a 4 percent increase in

nominal wages.

The devaluation of the won has been objected to in Korea by reason

of its inflationary effects. But, an expansionary fiscal policy also contri-

butes to inflation, and the inflationary effects of a devaluation may be mitigated

by reductions in tariffs. Except for materials and foodstuffs that enter

duty free, the prices of imports would not rise under a partially compensated

devaluation that involves reductions in tariffs commensurate with the devalua-

1/
tion.- In turn, with the duty-free entry of imported inputs for export

production being maintained, value added in exports would receive the full

benefits of the devaluation.

Apart from their anti-inflationary effects, compensating tariff

reductions would contribute to efficient resource allocation and economic

growth by lessening the extent of discrimination against exports, without

however affecting the net protection of import-substituting activities. At

the same time, with the devaluation and reductions in tariffs having offsetting

1/ The effects of a partially compensated devaluation are discussed in
Balassa, 1975.
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effects on inflation and on import-substituting activities, the objections

against each of these measures, taken individually, would weaken.

The possibility of linking the devaluation of the won to tariff

reductions provides an argument in favor of a one-step devaluation. And

while it has been claimed that depreciation in small installments is less

objectionable politically, the acceleration of minidevaluations in late 1980

encountered opposition in Korea, leading to a subsequent slowdown in the rate

of depreciation. Thus, between December 31, 1980 and April 30, 1981, the

won was devalued by less than four percent which was not sufficient to offset

increases in domestic prices as compared to Korea's competitors. And while

preliminary results for the first quarter of 1981 show improved export per-

formance in Korea, these gains will be lost if sufficient exchange rate

adjustments are not made.

At the same time, a substantial depreciation in the real value of

the won would be necessary in order to regain Korea's competitive position

in world markets. Considering the need to offset the effects of the 1979-80

oil price increase on the balance of payments, amounting to about 6 percent

of Korea's GNP, the won would have to depreciate in real terms as compared to

the 1975 exchange rate. If this is done with a one-step devaluation, the

real exchange may be maintained unchanged afterwards.

Apart from tariff reductions, the inflationary effects of the

depreciation of the currency may be mitigated by the pursuit of disinflationary

monetary and fiscal policies. In fact, the application of such policies is

necessary for a devaluation to be effective, in the sense that it is not

eroded by domestic price increases. This objective would be served by

implementing the monetary target of 25 percent for 1981 and avoiding an unduly

expansionary fiscal policy.
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The depreciation of the won would reduce labor costs in terms of

dollars, which rose rapidly between 1975 and 1979, undermining Korea's

competitive position. This objective may be pursued in an alternative way

through a slow down in nominal wages, leading to a decline in real wages.

This alternative has the obvious merit that it would reduce the rate of infla-

tion while the depreciation of the exchange rate has the opposite effects.

Wage restraint would have the further advantage that it would reduce costs

in labor intensive industries, where Korea's comparative advantage lies.

Restraining wages, however, has a social and political cost. Also,

as noted above, the depreciation of the currency leads to lower labor costs

even if real wages remained unchanged. Nevertheless, following rapid increases

in real wages between 1975 and 1979, some decline will be necessary in order

to improve the competitiveness of Korean industry in world markets.

In view of these considerations, a combination of policies may be

pursued, with wage restraint accompanying the depreciation of the won in

real terms and disinflationary monetary and fiscal policies being pursued.

At the same time, as noted below, incentives would need to be provided for

savings and investments. Such a policy package would contribute to the

rebuilding of confidence at home and abroad and it would have beneficial

short-term and long-term effects on the Korean economy.

Investment Allocation

The depreciation of the won improves the profitability of all

industries producing internationally traded goods while tariff reductions

reduce discrimination against export industries and wage restraint further

benefits these, relatively labor-intensive, industries. Apart from their

favorable balance of payments effects, the described measures would improve
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the allocation of investment, with favorable effects on economic growth.

The efficient allocation of investment would further be served by

reducing and rationalizing protection. Korea has a relatively small economy,

with its GNP being one-twentieth of that of Japan and one-half of that of

Belgium, Sweden, or Switzerland. At the same time, present-day small

developed countries traditionally followed a policy of low protection, with

tariffs averaging 5-10 percent and excluding the use of quantitative import

restrictions, in order to benefit from the international division of labor.

Reducing and rationalizing protection would necessitate tariff

reform to follow the reductions in tariffs proposed to be undertaken in con-

junction with the depreciation of the won. In order to prepare firms for

tariff reductions, it would be desirable to carry out the reform during

the period of the Fifth Five-Year Plan, according to a timetable made public

in advance.

During the same period, quantitative import restrictions should be

increasingly replaced by tariffs. Quantitative restrictions provide absolute

orotection, the incidence of which is not known with any confidence. They

also tend to perpetuate inefficiencies and their replacement by tariffs would

contribute to the modernization of the Korean economy.

The elimination of quantitative restrictions is of particular

importance for the machinery industry. Experience shows that the application

of such restrictions does not ensure adequate specialization in the production

of machinery and its parts and components and it permits low quality production.

A start in import liberalization may be made by eliminating quantitative

restrictions on machinery parts and components.
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More generally, the requirements of efficient scale and high

quality operations in the machinery industry require the use of promotional

measures, which do not discriminate between domestic and foreign sales, in

the place of protection. Such measures may include tax benefits, preferential

interest rates for investment and the sale of machinery, technical assistance,

government-financed training, and support to research and development.

The use of promotional measures in the machinery industry is

warranted because this is an infant-industry activity in Korea that has a

long learning period. Nonetheless, the measures applied should remain

temporary, so as to avoid the establishment and perpetuation of high-cost

activities. Furthermore, the same incentives should be provided to all

machinery firms, without favoring some firms and some activities over others.

It is the firm that should decide if it wishes to make use of the promotional

measures offered and should take the risks and reap the rewards of its produc-

nion and export decisions.

One should also review domestic content regulations that raise

the cost of domestic production and limit the firm's choice among inputs.

This is the case, in particular, in the automotive industry where domestic

content is about 90 percent and the cost of domestic inputs, manufactured

for several models on a small scale, is very high.

In this connection, one may welcome the recent decision taken by

the government to consolidate the production of passenger automobiles in one

firm. Further consideration should be given to participation in the inter-

national division of the production process, involving the production of

some parts and components for domestic use and for export while importing

others. A possible alternative is to take part in worldwide sourcing by
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General Motors that has an interest in one of the Korean car-producing firms;

another possibility is to establish links with Japanese firms.

While infant industry considerations warrant taking promotional

measures in the machinery industry on a temporary basis, such does not appear

to be the case for process industries producing intermediate goods where

production techniques are well-known and the learning period is relatively

short. Rather, these industries should receive the same investment incentives

as light industries, which increasingly suffered discrimination in recent years

although they have good possibilities for expansion through upgrading and product

differentiation.

In turn, capital-intensive industries benefited from the policy of

low interest rates that also favored the use of capital-intensive production

methods. Following a temporary decline in 1977 to 16.0 percent, interest

rates on term loans of 3 to 8 years duration to prime borrowers were raised

only to 19.5 percent in 1979 from 18.0 percent in 1976 whereas the rate of

inflation, as measured by the wholesale price index, increased from 12.1

pe: cent to 18.8 percent. And while interest rates were raised to 25.5 percent

in January 1980, they were subsequently reduced in three instalments by five

percentage points, notwithstanding the acceleration of inflation with whole-

sale prices rising at a rate of about 35 percent a year.

In the place of the increasingly negative real interest rates, it

would be desirable to re-establish positive real interest rates, so as to

eliminate the existing subsidy to capital-intensive industries and production

process. Market-clearing interest rates will also serve as a rationing

device among would-be borrowers, thereby obviating the need for credit alloca-

tion. At any rate, one would need to reduce the scope of directed credit that
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was used in the past to benefit capital- (and energy-) intensive industries

in Korea.

More generally, there is need to reform the Korean financial system,

so that it conforms to the requirements of a modern industrial economy. This

would involve establishing a rational interest rate policy, eventually

introducing flexible interest rates; limiting the scope of central credit

allocation, transferring over time responsibilities for lending to commercial

and investment banks; limiting the role of preferential lending, with the

exception of exports and the machinery industry; and reducing the role of

government in the banking system.

The Accumulation of Physical and Human Capital

A necessary precondition of rapid economic growth is the accumulation

of physical and human capital. The former requires providing inducements to

domestic savings and investment and encouraging the inflow of foreign capital;

the latter necessitates educational and training efforts. These will be

briefly considered in the following.

As the Korean experience following the 1964-65 reform and after the

re-establishment of positive real interest rates in 1975-76 indicates, house-

hold savings respond to interest rates. Correspondingly it would be desirable

to provide positive real interest rates to savers. Also, in order to generate

sufficient amounts of business savings, one should avoid limiting price

increases through price control and the maintenance of low exchange rates.

Korea should continue to borrow abroad since the marginal efficiency

of domestic investment exceeds the real rate of interest on foreign borrowing

by a considerable margin. But, borrowing may not continue at present rates

without eventually jeopardizing Korea's creditworthiness. Considerations of

creditworthiness do not affect foreign direct investment in Korea. At the same
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time, such investment brings additional benefits in the form of technical

and managerial know-how and marketing experience. Foreign investment is of

especial importance in the machinery industry that is characterized by rapid

technical change. But it may also bring benefits in some consumer goods indus-

tries with export potential.

In this connection, one may welcome the policy changes announced

in September 1980, allowing foreign ownership up to 100 percent in various

industrial branches. It would further be desirable to extend the applic-

ability of these regulations to certain service industries where foreign

capital can make an important contribution to Korea's economic objectives.

To begin with, exporting would be helped by permitting foreign

trading firms to hold inventories in Korea. Moreover, the modernization

of the financial sector would be served if foreign interests were allowed

greater participation in insurance and in banking. Finally, the speedy

implementation of the proposal for establishing a mutual fund, consisting

of the shares of Korean companies for sale to foreign investors, would

contribute to the development of capital markets in Korea.

The investment effort would further be helped by increasing and

simplifying incentives to productive investment. The system of investment

incentives presently applied is unduly complicated and introduces considerable

discrimination among industries. Investment incentives may be simplified and

unified by enacting the Investment Promotion Law that has been repeatedly

1/
proposed in the past.-

1/ Cf. e.g. Balassa, 1977.
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In turn, an increased educational and learning effort would contri-

bute to the accumulation of human capital. Particular attention would need

to be given to technical education and to vocational learning. Apart from

government-sponsored learning programs, these efforts would be helped by

providing tax exemption to firms that train workers.

Finally, Korea's research and development effort would need to be

stepped up. Despite rapid increases, in 1978 expenditures on research and

development amounted to only two-thirds of one percent of the gross national

product in Korea while the number of researchers per 1000 population was 0.3;

the comparable figures are 2.0 percent and 2.3 in Japan. At the same time,

the growth of government support to research and development slowed down after

1975, with private industry providing an increased share.

It would be desirable to accelerate the expansion of government

financing of research and development during the Fifth Five Year Plan period

and to provide greater incentives to private industry to engage in R & D

activities. The coordination of existing research institutes and the

expansion of university-based research may bring further benefits. Finally,

there would be need for venture capital to ensure the application of new

technologies.

Conclusions

This paper has examined the reasons for recent adverse developments

in the Korean economy and has made recommendations for policies to redress

the situation and to ensure rapid economic growth during the eighties. The

recommendations concern incentive policies, investment allocation, and the

accumulation of physical and human capital.
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The major thrust of the recommendations is to return to a policy

of export orientation in Korea. This would require providing increased

incentives to exports and ensuring that export industries can obtain

sufficient investment funds. Apart from the long-term benefits of export

orientation, increased incentives to exports would serve the short-term

objectives of economic recovery and improvements in the balance of payments.

The paper has also made recommendations for improving the alloca-

tion of investment, with emphasis given to export industries. Efforts would

further need to be made to rationalize existing industries producing intermediate

goods and heavy machinery in Korea. The decision to reduce the number of producers

of passenger automobiles and electric generators, represents the first step in

this direction. In conjunction with import liberalization and the increased

participation of foreign capital, the government should let inefficient, high-

cost activities disappear, to be replaced by firms that produce on an efficient

scale and are integrated in the world economy.

Finally, efficient economic growth requires import liberalization

and reductions in the scope of price control. Also, agricultural price support

systems would need to be revised, with a view to reduce the burden on the

government budget and to encourage a shift toward higher-value products. These

measures aimed at increasing agricultural efficiency would complement the

policies of industrial expansion and modernization.
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TO:7 DATE.-5]c~

FFC

Ter-s o: 'rference

I enclose the following:

(1) The revised ter-ms of reference of the mission that was sent to the
Turkish authorities for your inforrotion.

(2) A complete set of terms of reference for the individual mission
members. Please call me if you wish to make any further changes before
signature by your supervisor.

(3) A tenative outline of the report of the mission for your comments.

cc: Messrs. Davar, Z!2; Dubey, EMNVP; Hume, EMP; Zaman, D'2; Berk, 2M2;
Roy, EM2

BBalassa:nc
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TerrS of 5Eerence

1. -. The mission will review the izplemntation of the January 190 refcrms

and the changes that have occurred in the policy orientation of the Turkish

governneent. It will analyze the measures taken so far, and proposed to be

taken in the future, in various policy areas which have relevance for

industrial development and for international trade in goods and services.

Erphasv2 1-11 c fiven to policy art ions that mzy be taken over a period of 4-

5 years in developing a medium-term industrialization and trade strategy.

The Tasks of the Mission

2. In order to provide a background for the discussion of policy issues,

the mission will examine recent and prospective future changes in macro-

economic variables. This will be complemented by data and projections on

output, exports, and imports in the sectoral detail appropriate for the work

of The mission.

3. The mission will review the system of import protection and export

incentives. The review will concern relative incentives to import

substitution and exports, incentives to manufacturing as compared to primary

production, and the variability of incentives among industries. It will

further consider to the choice among alternative instruments of import

proteccion and export incentives.

4. A review of investment incenrives will be undertaken with consideration

given to tax'as well as to credit incentives. The review will cover domestic

as well as foreign investment, with consideration given to the administrative

regulations pertaining to the latter. The analysis will also extend to

regional incentives and to obstacles to regional development.
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taxaticr an. ex>uate the recent and prospective reforms of these taxes, with

attention given to their effects on work effort, risk taking, savings, and the

choice of capital-(labor) intensive industries and prodiction nmethods. It

will further examine the proposed reforms of indirect taxes and their

incentive effects.

6. The rission will analyze the prospective contribution of the financial

sector to economic development in Turkey and the measures that may be taken to

rodernizc this sector. It will cover the systE-7 of interest rates, the

s':ructure and the competitiveness of the banking system,. the availability of

medium-and long-term financing, and the development of capital markets.

7. The mission will review the development of the industrial structure and

the factors that affect the growth of productivity, such as research and

development and labor training. Also, comparisons of public and private

industry will be made in the available sectoral breakdown as regards their

principal characteristics, such as plant size, labor productivity, capital-

output and capital-labor ratios, profitability, and orientation towards

domestic ar- foreign markets. The data will be used to examine the efficiency

of pub:i: and private industry and to consider the possibilities for exports

and import substitution in a comparative advantage framework. - In this

connection, consideration will be given to preferential access to the EEC

market aid sales in Middle Eastern markets.

8. Within the manufacturing sector, the mission will analyze in some

detail the possibilities for the expansion of engineering industries and

mineral-based chemicals in Turkey. This will involve a consideration of

factors, such as scale, product specialization, technology, capital-intensity,



labor tr -nfr i7rr227tcci :vricnrrer, costs, and

prof itai i ty.

9. As regard's in tlac Tubnlic sector, tine ri ssion

will exa-ine existin: incentives and constraints for the SEEs, the system of

management, and the character of interventions by the central authorities. It

wfll further evaluate recent and prospective reforms of the operation and

tianagement of the SEEs.

10. The mission will analyze the contribution of the agricultural sector to

nattonal -=! .rcuz the ssply of agricultural products for exportation

in unprocessed form as well as for industrial transformation destined for sale

on domestic or in export markets. Consideration will be given to the

incentives affecting agricultural production and food processing, Turkey's

comparative advantage in these sectors, institutional arrangements, the

availa-ility of cooperative factors, and the potential contribution of foreign

investrrent in food processing for export.

11. The mission will examine recent trends and prospective developments in

tourisn, taking account of Turkey's comparative advantages and market

possibilities in this sector. It will further consider the potential impact

of the sector on the balance of payments, evaluate its investment

requiremerts, and assess the system of goverrent incentives and the possible

role of private .and foreign investors in tourism.
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1. iEla F-1ZFFC, (:Rc) !Ission Chief coCfir-e

2. Jayata aan' , (a:) Dcutv Mssion Chief corfir:zd
industrial structure

3. Seok E'yun Hong, (E12) macroeconorics confirmed

4. Jose da Silva Lopes financial sector confir-med
(consultant)

5. Sheetal K. Chand, (IMF) investment incentives confirmed

6. Michael Noel, (YP) incentives in private industry confirme'd

7. rtin $c f (EP) incentives in pblic industry confIr-,ed

8. urgut Ogmen (Consultant) mineral based chemical exports to be
conf irmed

9. H, S. Sethi (IPD) engineering industries confirmed

10. ?asquale Scandizzo, (AGR) agricultural exports confirmed

11. G. Swamv (EPD) exports of processed food confirmed

12. Isabelle Girardot-Berg (AGR) agriculture and processed food confirmed

13. Dav,'id Davis (URB) tourism confirmed

14. Bark.staff member secretary to be
confirmed



TO: DATE: My 5, 19E1

Adi J. D Dvar 2

Terms of Reference: Turkey Mission

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17th to participate, as Deputy
Chief, in the Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela

Balassa. You will directly supervise work on macroeconcic relationships
carried out by Mr. Seok Hyun Hong, on engineering industries by Mr. H. S.
Sethi, and on mineral-based chemical exports by Mr. Turget Ogren. On your
return to Washington, you will ensure that draft reports on these subjects be

copleted in due form by July 3rd.

2. Assisted by Mr. Hong, you will be responsible for work on the
dev2lcpant and structure of Turkish industry and complete a report on the
subject in draft form by July 3rd. On the basis of available inforcation, the
report will examine factors affecting the growth of productivity, such as,
technology, research and development, and labor training; make comparisons of

public and private industry in the available sectoral breakdown as regards

their principal characteristic, including plant size, labor productivity,
capital-output and capital-labor ratios, profitability and orientation towards

domestic and foreign markets, and analyze the comparative advantage and
foreign market possibilities of Turkish industry, with attention given to
preferential access to the EEC market and sales in Middle Eastern markets.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, DRC; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaman, E!2; Berk, EM2; Roy, EM2

B~a asan



TO:

Adi J. Davar, EM2

S US E1CT:
Tern-s of Reference: Turkey Mission

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17th to participate in the
Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa. You
will be res pnsible for the macroecon<ic forecasts prepared by the use of the
Revised Mini:um Standard Model and for the collection of statistical
information on industry and related topics.

2. In preparation for the mission, you will revise the RYSM model,
incorporating the following elements: (a) output, exports, imports and
Irvt i i. the fclcn sectors: aericulture, mining, food processing,
textiles and clothin;, other consumer goods, inter-ediate goods, capital
goods, services; (b) the disaggregation of agricultural exports, separating
cereals and pulses, nuts and raisins, fruits, vegetables, tobacco, cotton and
other agricultural products; (c) the budget of the government, including
revenues, public consunption, public investment, and savings, as well as the
consolidated budget of the public enterprises, thereby obtaining private
disposable income, consumption, investment, and savings as a residual.
Average and marginal private savings ratios will be calculated and sectoral
incremental capital-output ratios will be used to derive investment
requirements. You should critically examine the assumptions underlying the
projections, with a view to revising the following discussions in Turkey. On
your return to Washington, you will prepare a draft report on recent and
prospective future changes in macro-economic variables by July 3rd under the
direction of Mr. Roy.

3. You will be responsible for obtaining the information necessary for
the updating the statistical tables contained in "Turkey Policies and
Prospects for Growth," with the exception of Section 8, Agriculture, and
Section iC, Others. Most of these tables have been updated in the course of
the Public Sector mission but revised data for 1980 will have to be
obtained. You should familiarize yourself with the data and the statistical
sources before departing for the mission

4. You will further be responsible for obtaining data in the available
material breakdown for private and public industry, on output, employment, the
composition of the labor force, fixed assets, investment, exports, imports,
value added, wages, depreciation, taxes, subsidies, profits, the size
distribution of industry, and its regional composition. On your return from
the mission, you will make international comparisons of output, productivity,
export's and imports and assist Mr. Roy in the writing of a report on the
development and structure of Turkish industry.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, DRC; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2; Roy, EM2.

BBalassa:nc



TO. '

F ROM:
Bela ZI s Sa DC

SUEJECT:
Terms of Reference: Turkey Mission

You will arrive in A:ara on May 17, 1981 to participate in the
Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission. You will be responsible for
questions relating to the financial sector and macroeconomic policies.

2. You will examine the present and the prospective role of the
financial sector in the Turkish economy in encouraging savings, providing
financial intermediation, and contributing to the appropriate choice of
investment. The analysis will cover the structure and the competitiveness of
tho bWndz systen, the rcle of non-bank financial instituzicns, the bond and
stc'c c-rkets, and the availability of .ediu=-term and Ions-ter fiancing.
You will further analyse government policies relating to the financial sector,
including interest rate policy, reserve requirements, selective credits,
preferential interest rates, and the financing of the state economic
enterprises. Your conclusions and reco.mendations will be incorporated in a
draft report to be prepared by July 6th. As regards credit incentives to
investment, you will provide the relevant material to Mr. Chand for
incorporation in the report on investment incentives.

3. You will further review the macroeconomic policies followed, with
particular attention given to the effects of the measures applied on
inflation. This will involve examining the gover-r-ent's exchange rate,
monetary, fiscal, and wage policies. You will prepare a short draft report on
the subject by July 6th.

cc: Messrs. Davar, EM2; Dubey, E>NVP; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2; Roy, EM2.

BBalassa:nc



(uFHCE MEMORANDUM
TC" DT

FRDM: RIcard . Goose IMF

SUBJECT:
Ter-s or Pcffererce: Turkey Mission

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17, 1981 to participate in the World
Bank's Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa.
On the mission you will be responsible for questions relating to taxation and
investment incentives.

2. You will review the system of incme and social security taxes, as
well as recent and proposed reforms of these taxes, with a view to analysing
their effects on work effort, risk taking, savings, and the choice of capital-
(l---- -tcnccie industries and production methods. You will further
examine the present systa, and the proposed reforms,of indirect ta:es and
assess their effects on the industrial structure and on exports. You will
review existing estimates on the revenue effect of alternative tax schemes.
On return to Washington, you will complete a draft report on the Turkish tax
system by July 3rd.

3. You will review the system of investment incentives, the
administrative regulations in effect, and their practical implementation. The
review will cover domestic as well as foreign investment with a view to
analyzing their effects on the choice of industries, the choice of production
methods, regional location, and orientation towards domestic and export
markets. In the review you will utilize the findings of Mr. Silva-Lopes on
credit incentives to investment. On return to Washington, you will complete a
draft report on investment incentives by July 3rd.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, DRC; Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaman, EM2;
Berk, EM2; Roy, E42.

BBalassa:nc
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TO: - - - - DATE _1:
L %'5, 1 CC

Adi J. DIvar, EY2

SUBJECT:
Terms of Reference: Turkey Mission

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17, 1981 to participate in the
Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa. On the
mission you will (a) review the system of production Incentives; (b) examine
the project selection criteria used by SPO and TSKR, (c) participate in work
on incentives, pricing, costs, productivity and financing in selected
engineering industries, and (d) monitor the implementation of the long-term
study on Restructuring the Existing Protection and Incentive System in Turkey.

2. The review of the system of production incentives will concern the
exc: anfe rate regime, measures of import protection, export incentives, price
control, support prices, and the pricing of public utilities. You will
analyze the effects of the measures applied on the choice of industries, the
choice of production methods, and orientation towards domestic and foreign
markets, with further attention given to their impact on foreign exchange
receipts and the government budget. On your return to Washington, you will
prepare the draft version of the chapter on production incentives, including
recommendations for future changes, by July 3rd. Your report will
incorporate, in a summary form, the relevant findings of Mr. Chand (IMF) on
investment inentives as well as the findings of the mission on incentives in
the agriculture and tourism sectors.

3. You will review and evaluate the criteria of project evaluation in
public and private investment utilized by SPO and TSKB. On return to
Washington, you will prepare a draft report on project evaluation criteria by
July 3rd.

4. You will further participate in work on incentives, pricing, costs,
productivity, and financing in selected engineering industries. You will draw
up a preliminary questionnaire in consultation with Mr. Sethi, review this
questionnaire with Professor Hic and his collaborators, and supervise data
collection by the Turkish consultant. On your return, you will prepare a
section on incentives, prices, and costs for incorporation in the report on
the engineering industries.

5. You will take part in the monitoring of the long-term study on
protection and incentive reform, reviewing in particular the questionnaire and
the selection of firms in the sample, and providing advice on the methodology
of the research project.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP; Davar, EM2; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2;
Roy, EM2i

BBalassa:nc



TO" r. f f EnWC: DTE. Y

SUBJECT: Ter-s ef Lcrece: ur'evMiss on

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17th to participate in the
IndustrializatIon and Trace Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa.
You will be responsible frr analyzin the possibilities for improving
the operation of state economic enterprises in general and increasing
their ex-ort oricntation in particular.

2. In carrying out this work, you will review the organizational,
managerial, and technical constraints under which the SEEs operate
iLcIf , r.ct liite to, the existence of ccnflicting objectives,
interventions by the central authorities, the system of incentives,
the existence of overmanning, inefficient regional dispersion, and
inappropriate plant size. This will be done with respect to industries
selected from the following: textiles, cement, and pulp and paper.

3. You will further evaluate recent and perspective reforms
concerning the organization, management, operations, financing and
incentives of the SEEs, with particular attention given to the need
to improve their competitiveness for efficient exporting and importsubstitution.

4. On your way to Turkey you will spend one day in London, in
order to discuss the research project on the direction of developing
countries' trade with interested parties at the Overseas Development
Institute and the Trade Policy Research Centre. On your departure
from Turkey on the 3rd of June you will spend two days in Geneva in
the company of Oli Havrvlyshyn in order to discuss the same research
project with officials at the UNCTAD and the GATT.

5. Following your return to Washington on June 8th you will
prepare a brief back-to-office report and complete your draft report
on Turkey by July 3rd.

cc and cleared with: Mr. Francis X. Cola~, ief, EPDIT
cc: Mrs. Hughes

Messers. Baneth, Balassa, Davar, Dubey, Roy, Zaman

ka



TO: DATE:

FROM: Bel Lalissa, DKC

SUBJECT:
Terms of Peference: Turkey Mission

1. You will join the Industrialization and Trade Strategy Yission on May
18th. On the mission you will be responsible for questions related to
mineral-based chemicals in Turkey.

2. You will review the TSKB study on mineral-based chE.icals and,
jointly wfth Mr. Rey, select six to eight products for further analysis. You
will make cost-price comparisons for these products and examine theifr
potential for exports and for import replacement. You will further consider
possibilities for Bank projects and for foreign investment in the products in
questic;.

3. Your conclusions and recommendations will be incorporated in a report
to be completed by July 6th. Subsequently, you will visit Washington for
discussions on the report.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, DRC; Davar, EM2, Dubey, EMNVP; Berk, EM2, Zaman, EM2;
Roy, EM2.

BBalassa:nc



OFFIE MEORADUM,\
TO.

FRO'H." ,. Vackzan, Acting Division Chief, IPDD 3

SULE C T: Te-rs of Feference: TurkevY Mission

1. You should arrive in Ankara on or around May 17, 1981 to participate
in the Bank's Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela
Balassa. You shall spend approximately three weeks in Turkey and will be
responsible for the analysis of certain engineering industries which will be
defined in consultation with the mission leader and the concerned Turkish
authorities. Industries of particular interest include castings and ,forgings,agricultural machinery, metal fabrication, simple electric motors, machine
tools, and passenger automobiles.

2. Your work will involve (i) a review of the individual industries with
respect to plant size, product specialization, research and development,
manufacturing technology, labor and management capability, operational and
economic efficiency, marketing organization, including international
subcontracting; (ii) an analysis of possibilities for the expansion of these
industries; and (iii) an assessment of constraints and potentials of these
industries for exports of their products.

3. You will coordinate your activities with Mr. Noel and a person or
persons to be assigned by Professor Hic who will examine incentives, prices,
and costs in the industries you will cover.

4. On your return to Washington, you will prepare a draft report on the
assignment by July 3rd.

cc: and cleared with Messrs. Balassa DRC; and Berk, EM2.
cc: MXessrs. Rajaiopalan, PAS; Fuchs, IPD; Dewey, IPD; Ms. Haug, IPD;

Kohli, IPD; Iskander, IPD; Jaffe, IPD; Perram, IPD; Wackman, IPD;
Davar, EM2; Gregory, EM2; Ms. Perera, EMP; Zaidan, EMP;
Dubey, EMNVP; Roy, EM2; Zaman, EM2.

BBalassa: nc
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F rah 7 Dn7. A C; ,

S U SJECT:
Teir- of Reference: Turkey 'ission

1. You will arrie in Ankara on May 17th to participate in the
Industrialization and Trace Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa. The
agricultural team, under your direction, will analyze the contribution of theagricultural sector to the Turkish economy through the supply of agricultural
products for industrial transformation, destined for sale in dcMestic and in
export markets, as well as for exportation in unprocessed form. In this
connection, you will examine desirable improvements in pricing and incentive
policies, the organization of production, support services, marketing, storage
facilities, infrastructure, and financial requirements.

2. You will coordinate the work of the agricultural team and provide a
general framework for the analysis of the policy options of the sector, with a
view to examining Turkey's short term and long term comparative advantage in
agricultural products, the market prospects for these products, and processing
possibilities, with consideration given to risk. You will also analyze some
economy-wide issues related to the selection of alternative strategies for the
agricultural sector, including the pattern of resource flows in and from
agriculture, the linkages of agriculture with the industrial sector, and the
infrastructure needs.

cc: Yessrs. Balassa, DRC; Davar, E42; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2;
Roy, EM2; Ms. Girardot-Berg, AGR; Ms. Swamy, EPD.

Balassa:nc
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TO. s. GC uri N.Swa y, EPD DATE M C

E y 5 19.

SU BJECT:SUBJCT. Tcr-s__cf Vfcrece: Turkey MIssIon

-~ I. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17th to participate in the
lrIustrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa. As a
member of the agricultural team, headed by Mr. Scandizzo you will analyze the
contribution of the agricultural sector to the Turkish economy through the
supply of agricultural products for industrial transformation, destined for
sale in domestic and In export markets, as well as for expcrtation in
unprocessed form. In this connection, you will examine desirable improvements
in pricing and incentive policies, the organization of production, support
services, marketing, storage facilities, infrastructure and financial
recuire7-7ts.

2. You will be responsible for analyzing past performance and future
prospects for production and exports of major agricultural and agro-industrial
products. You will examine the determinants of production, an! exports, the
pre-conditions of substantially increasing the exports of products where
Turkey appears to have a comparative advantage, and the role of the private
and the public investment. You will devote particular attention to the agro-
industry sector and its development potential.

cc: Messrs. Baneth, EPD; Colaco, EPD; Balassa, DRC; Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP;
Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2; Roy, EM2; Scandizzo, AGR;
Mrs. Hughes, EPD; Mrs. Girardot-Berg, AGR.

BBalassa:nc
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TO. TO: : CirL do - , DATE. 1-y 5, IvE.

C:

SUBJECT:

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17th to participate in the
Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Eela Balassa. As amember of the agricultural team, headed by Mr. Scandizzo you will analyze the
contribution of the agricultural sector to the Turkish economy through the
supply of agricultural products for industrial transformations, destined for
sale in domestic and in export markets, as well as for exportation in
unprocessed form. In this connection, you will examine desirable improvements
in pricing and incentive policies, the organization of production, support
services, marketing, storage facilities, infrastructure and financial
requirements.

2. You will be responsible for analyzing market and non market
incentives for producers of agricultural goods at the various levels of the
market chain. You will develop estimates of nominal and effective rates of
protection for these products under the present and alternative price regimes
and examine their effects on supply, demand, trade, and incomes. You will
also make tentative calculations of domestic resource cost ratios.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, DRC; Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2,
Roy, EM2; Donaldson, AGR; Scandizzo, AGR; Ms. Swamy, EPD.

BBalassa:nc



* 0~ F CE I J R0ANDUM
TO;~-.r 1, ~ 1 FX

FROM: Anthcny A. Churchill, U7r

SJBJECT: TerT- c 5 >rnce: Turkey Msion

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17th to participate in the

Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission led by Mr. Bela Balassa. You

will assess the potential for the development of Turkey's tourism sector and

make recomrendations for a coordinated set of policies and programs designed

to efficiently promote such development.

2. In particular, you will: (a) examine recent trends in tourist

traffic; (b) analyze the present supply and demand for hotel and other tourist

acco:-motions, torether with occupancy and profitability rates; (c) assess

the market potential for tourism in Turkey and its competitiveness in terns of

phsyical assets, accessibility and price structure, as compared to other

Mediterranean countries; (d) analyze the availability of tourism-related

infrastructure, the infrastructure needs of additional accommodation capacity

and existing plans for infrastructural investment; (e) examine the

government's organization, policies, and incentive (subsidy) programs with

respect to tourism; (f) assess the role of the private sector, the

possibilities for foreign investment, and the institutional and other

constraints that impede such investments; (g) analyze the present and

potential impact of the tourism sector on foreign exchange earnings and on

regional development, taking account of the indirect effects of tourism.

3. On your return to Washington, you will prepare a draft report on the

tourism sector in Turkey by July 3rd. In your report, you will include brief

analysis of the experience of other Mediterranean countries with tourism,

indicating the relevance of price factors and the development of particular

forms of tourism.

cc: Messrs. Balassa, DRC; Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2;

Roy, EM2.

BBalassa:nc
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2LU4 Useing *vene N.
amme D .C. 2008

Masy 5, 1981

4s

- + ,
mSuith i Epostion Bs -
P.O. *ms 10229
Dan Mlneslem 30336

The Uoelk for vlcsh you eharged as was e tuxued to you in Into

March.

Sinerely.

Bola Wooa



ay 5, 1981

Mir. DavId Wlaneg
Pog ress t .a

Fairvew Park
21afmds, New York

Dear Mir. tsUM.*

TbU i to Infomas you tha I vIAh to puebase 100 eoplev of the

hare ta hae mn yet aetied your rampisd aferh rqprsat puvahbmw
of 100 capies by te $WUs Bm. ?I"eas mths to me Uy return mkUt
aI will be UwsAng for a I=#s etp ltes next week.

I hope tha the Oner and front mate ae now O'k. I m
OSPOCUUawdem =to hom mys e Afa correcty $pollod on the title page

of UIS book.

WashI* SasaIAsasa

ec: Ift. Cuter



Wasegn, D. C 20M

Ris National Bm

1750 rs-mama Avemma S.W.
u susuAd D.C. 206

Dear Sir:

X fas d&Y4 aIP I 4"st You an apglatlAm for au Axaviensess ta
GOst Card. " a longfts"Imn Anerema Zip""e cadee I hov& recate"
a spw-Uat fams fnes Amwiesu Lxpme to *gy for a gold "prd. I wamm dme

st""a ad I wab to wtbft e apia #timee I sabot to you,

Yours stacer*1y,



SM d I

4< 4 4

aa

Ah

4<

sou OI""I w*

it. Tin t

Ts rf**r~wto o coorstic, I alm th curicmum ita



Xs. ili Poncho, NupaO iePrsMa ,1

11$s Balass&. DR C6MtR8

voll a to the Hatel SanmwUaa. Na I ask you to set Wl MY -00tMay-
with26 the firt two aswUa wt tien Marris . I pr*m that

Kjoll Anderson vIl particeypa at my me"*n wdih My5emon; I would
Lie to mw arerie s e If bo tes part at the meting.

IiUOMr restaurant reservations I will
ask ym to akIe.

Enclosures



K"p 4. 1961.

Mer. Robert Molle
Bank of Ammeica
P.O. 3"a 4"
Church Street Station
Now York, Now York 10015

It vas pod to talk viah yem I bope that ve will meet In
person the next time ym cm to Wasnagon Plae t me kmew
iu advane s I can Invite you fde Umeh.

I enclsea my cmets *a Walter Hoadley's paper an ell as the
final verse ofy paper cast yucmtural adjustment policies. I hop" you
will find tba" o nt rst.

Tours sincerely,

EmeleuresBela Bnaama

Baloed:- structural Adjustowte Poe~in Domeloping Counries - April 20, 1981
Stisegaent as"e by ela Baas, at the Seminar cc North-South:

A Buslua= Viewpoint - MMund 12, 1"81
*3



Mr. John R. Duloy, DRC May 4, 1991.

During my two days stay la Paris, a* the way to Tunis, I saw
Mr. Thiorry do Mostbrial, Director of Utitutes Itasests des Relais
Internatinahs, (IM *) ond d-Is*"ssod with bim the report of his
Inntituto an tho the world ecanmyg (RAKM =w of April 13th). I als
saw nami*n* bawtch, an expMt on North Africa at the Apne France Pr*
who gXV& Ue valuaan*===o+* for ny Tunisia uiselen. On my vay bft
from TUm is spout two alfghts aWd one day In Paris and bad discussions
vith Pierre Url,, the Rosambe Director of the Atlantic Ittteewbo
is one of the ablef "dvisors to Mitterand and is pr#parng an important

ooo food probmis in the developing eeomtries. Lot *a add here thea
on the vay back, I spent two nights in Paris beowuse the Trapol Offie
was unahle to book me on the flight I aritinally reqtwated.

that ~ ~ ~ &#M I9ti Ma Ias outoS*yor p r$a to the ahawo. I wish to add
" a'" t **sawe on my myr to, as woas eunn =



QUnabgtou, D.C. 20008
tn ,1981

eYW af etropoitan sstan
1711 Rhode T*Lntd Asmme N.V.
Washingtom. D.C. 20036

Dear Sir:

On Aprtil 30th I visited your offie to maspead xq nmu==rj

for a sixa mths perwd I wiato.a at the time that I WOU1 revx

the uebrsi ar"d for uyr wife and chidren. They are enclosed

suseraly,

Znc~our" la Blass



Mer. Martin Wolf, WDI way 4, 1981

1. . sov a m* ea fiwtbovt points .mere g tboo 1M 1nmy wsp oh to
:Lwmrpwaat* then to O ty of0 ageft estos of keep tisem In Ida for th

nielow.. Tb eouen Sovrws navnlwadohrmet m*

whic ft ffoeae

Go Sversat inexvaioe cd* declaoos made on the estobbaet
of tho =&Iy nse or rayceneamt lavateasts 1* exsttVg GRZ, the 0tion of
wannosoe the eboles of proeedee tsts and product e~pIione,

faurfawae with ha declsloa= the setting of pres aA w42**, the
f ianclug of iamoafents and of aerativS aselatte, and day-to-d6y
iterventi.ons.

3* Apart from goervment Interventions, the oeratic* of the S88U wea
subject to a nwAbwr of estrats. rh"y inclue imspproprate plant size ond
tacsolftey, exceses41 detorsftsed prodiat OURP"Itt60, Wdequst*

-am--wtl- of *&**pro, wmrs aff b, and high trasportatiou &s eaeds
to regional tmee,

4. 1 kaft s elhudd the followleg headings in tb* outline of the report
uder the tet1* *ftblit Raereprise in Haaftaeturig luratles."

The Roe ofe the -~ In the Development of lodstries
Inetives *An CAmalnats

Cautra e temseatlaus to MR Opestiowas
Tbo System of Numg--ot aud Paterame Xvaluation
Prepoals for Reform

by Mr. Co*, and amawst* iptl all esda u by Wo uays c.U4.

3341asso Inc
*P



May 4, 1991.

SU". Uraf *Sag YAW&WOUCen

Englandmee tsna

amar eofft

The wmik of Jfto 15th is fam wth so. Pla"m lotso ketsaw *bu
fllshts you plon to takes so I ae m th* tiest **at to you.

cc: Me. Vivian Co'aud.

44



Oeatere Aihse

Postfach 91
A-1103 Wien

Auseta

Plese Oemmn the domyed aimmr to Your lattosr of Noviell 19th,
which is WM1,4ned byg &It ftvguftt abeiene" r MWasiwon.a 1 spe* so
ere in the Comm ansation of my Spembs loo seervar to V"IV

1ams8 Sinerely,

Sol& &LUS



may1 1, 1981.

Mr, Jo4 Sl
Cata Geral do eost

Lag eSat atrt

Portugal

Dear Mr. Silva Loo

I *slos theT*= of Wernct for your partieipation in the mission.
We can dsase fuge aer we a v A4W e L m
that It wmuld be d*sIrab1* if you could came to Washington after July 6th to
discss your report.

haw e eallved the tvo doumt I sent you In March an theg finana etr
both were written by Xa-zia ry. I also sent you ateria portaine to the
wialon on April 16th ad 23rd. Please let me knowi bly cabl6e if you have
reeeivod theso awRfetm

Enclosure Iola Balasa
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Cover Sheet

1. Title: "Structural Adjustment Policies in Developing Countries"
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3. Derived from Research Project No.

4. Division Chief Concurrence

5. Department Concurrence

6. A seminar to discuss the paper (was) (mom=) held.

Date:

Non-Departmental Participants:

(Attach separate list, if necessary)

Altogether three seminars were held with a large number of nondepartmental
participants. The first seminar was in Wry in November at a workshop on

Structural Adjustment Lending; the second seminar took place at the IMF in

December; and the third seminar was given as part of a series of international

trade workshops.

7. If no seminar was held, indicate which individuals outside the Department
have reviewed and commented on the draft.

A copy of a memo from Mr. Stern is enclosed.
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The views and interpretations in this document are those o the author and

should not be attributed to the World Bank, to its affiliated organizations,

or to any individual acting in their behalf.

WORLD BANK

Staff Working Paper No.

May 1981

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT POLICIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

This paper examines structural adjustment policies in developing

countries, defined as policy responses to external or internal shocks that are

carried out with the objective of regaining the pre-shock growth path of the

national economy. Examples of external shocks are the quadrupling of

petroleum prices of 1973-74 and the world recession of 1974-75. Internal

shocks may find their origin in inappropriate economic policies, such as the

excessively expansionary fiscal measures taken in Mexico after 1972, or in

political events, such as the April 1974 Revolution in Portugal.

The introductory section of the paper reports on the policy experience of

a number of developing countries after 1973, indicating that countries

applying an outward-oriented development strategy were better able to cope

with external shocks than countries following an inward-oriented strategy. It

is further shown that the adoption of realistic exchange rates and interest

rates, the avoidance of large budget deficits, and the productive use of the

proceeds of foreign borrowing eased the process of adjustment.

The paper examines in detail the elements of a policy package that may be

applied in response to external or internal shocks in the case 
prevalent in

developing countries, when optimal policies are not applied. Thus, the

recommendations simultaneously aim at responding to shocks and undertaking

policy reforms. The elements of the policy package include production

incentives (the exchange rate, import protection, export subsidies, and price

control), incentives to save and to invest, the choice of public investments,

sectoral policies in energy and agriculture, budgetary policies, and monetary

policies. In the conclusions, the interdependence of the various policy

measures is indicated, with further attention given to foreign borrowing.

Finally, comments are offered on the international environment in which these

policies operate.

Prepared by: Copyright c 1981

Bela Balassa, The Johns Hopkins University The World Bank

and the World Bank Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.



may 1, 1981

Mr. Louis Sabouris
President
OED evloue Center
94 rueardnLgce
Paris 1
Frimeo

My dear friend,

I wti be lading a Sak mision to Turkey .in mid May and will be
in Paris on my way back to Wanitoan an J=n* 5. 1 vuUlik tb o havo the
opportunity to speak to you an mattors relting to the Vuhlicatiou of the
Policy Respowwaa to ftternal Shocks study. The Paris office of the Bank
will all you to arrange a mangs.

I understand that Yves Serthelot will b* laeag the Center at the
end of Xay. It might be usful to involve Andri Dorsany In our discusms.

My wifs joins 1me in sanding you and your vife our boat ragards,

Yours sinerely,

Bela Naas eft



Mr Jose da Siv opo O iy118

BMel RoU*" m c 8|

I . You will orrhe a Au moway 171 1#61 to particate In tb*
InwatsrIalltem s ad TaeBat aston. You wILI Ue werm-e for
qU*BtteMW relatif to tb* fjMM 404tsf and UaQVQGG0WemmC POU49148.

2. youi ta poks1 "d ii the prospecte role of the
f L~mdsl softern tu h Timus Oey In ameouvwstmg &WINagp providift

finummialIt tCsrbim to t *,ppwoprlate does of
Imestmat. s *11 eat b svtw *Ate enpatIvea*88 of
the AkiA# o oo*-U*0 faWsutto the bond ad
ssoc "';4 jlef 44fa- and Lons-*ws flusalu

you Wil w14'001w 2""146t vltes etms to tik ftsatel eoo

an feb tiult O e state *"nauae
'oeipvmalo **0 wemadtom be Incorporatedh In

drat epot tob inirevo 10ne As s p
b~~ ~ A s a re t i m m ao r t

pAmwat",yw4a" r evmt' 'ivte t abdMr., and for

66i

, Lxv" Ives

3. T"mxp*ILIofle swt

PSTUB*1T Atotvo tweato w, Offetsof te usouesOP~d o
Infltion 'am Owammmnt' oxdwg* at*

"notr mp pwidp,* utVil 6 bortdrat. epot o

the 1W3,6%, y Ja, 6

ac wv.fvr tfD*&,M~tZw K;NrZ2 oI2



1may 1, 1"81

Dr. Snb Westkl
Socraary Generl of S

I wiz b to uti3so tho vist of oe of my colleages to Bangkok
to wend yousomna reprins that may be of Iteest to you.

I mms glad to learn of your sasmge had NMR they ae
in and of your talents. Ps nmime asko if I am be of hei; sometime
in the future.

Yours sinerely,

RnelouresBela ola*



may 1, 1981

Untverate do Bordeaux I
Fnalte, des Scienees Eenomiquss
Avenue Lion Duguit
33604 Posms
Frwane

Cher Amsi:

Mon Studs, inttule 'Us tendencos actalles do I& spaisation.
internationale, en produts anufattxtrs"a*et an train d'#Str, tradute *21*
vous wea envoyse avant lo 15 ma. Jo pare so mnw temps pour Ua Turquie,
at evi*edai A Wahngo 1* 8 juls.

Je me rdjouls do vus wavoir procatement. Ja ragrotto afamwinsa
Is cangement des d#at du alloue. qui no me pormtra pas d'y rooter le

deuxabme Jour. ta vater* doraterm lottro, lasiallasas dates sout Is 29-30
juin. me Uasm wgi Is* dstan qmi eaiaent Ott i~ntala-e prssuem, j 'a

pris des engageents pour ls e $ Jn. -

Je vaus prie V'sgreer, Cher Ami, 1'expressio de ama sentimens



ay 1, 19$1

Univeroait de Clorwnat
Facults des Scostn* tcoawiqnw

BP 54

41, Boeardg Ggoga
6002 CrumtT4 ernd,
Frane

Cher AmiR

Jo vams roeri do votr* lottre du 24 fihmier. Je *aet pas
*nesae tl awsr 4es Anas amoi .m.tewmt* um*** e article. nais
anea doute, coa no a pas tarder.

Jo vs pri* do bien wouloir me renvoignor concernant l0ee urs
do dielotppomnt #*oumidgua. La fille 40ame do a" s s *at on tain do finir
le deva*ba cycle It ampghdh ot aluorsit 6tuder le demoloppament an trolsiame
cycle get-co e e pourries me fair* *wseir o(I all* pourrt umx
poursaure sa Stud"a I areit (Jo a i, &I dit qua Clasumt-Ferrand ost I*
chef-liou do I'Atud du d0aveoppowent 6coad*miuem an Fom, mea alle at.
retauma par des attathmements sontiammtas A a ris.)

du courer. In offet, jo pare r1 I& Tuquis le 15 al t~v rte viondrai pas
A Wahington avat 1* 5 juin.

En voits remeriwn d'avomm, je vous pril do cairo, Cher And., I
uma sentimens Ise vetaillur.

Bela "as"s
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I enclse a wrvis drafe t yar Tex asRfemek nteame all
after 4 p.s. today or Noda a.mea to dims this. I bwdto In articlar,
a queesin If the eaaysi of criteria In setn L aesamient #pjct
should be part of your Torms of Woriesma o thame, ot Nike RNoe

cat
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WORL NK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIQO

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: DATE:

mr. Jcse da Silva Lopes, CON Day 1, 1981

FROM:
Bela Balassa, DRC

Terms of Reference: Turkey Mission

1. You will arrive in Ankara on May 17, 1981 to participate in the

Industrialization and Trade Strategy Mission. You will be responsible for

questions relating to the financial sector and macroeconomic policies.

2. You will examine the present and the prospective role of the

financial sector in the Turkish economy in encouraging savings, providing

financial intermediation, and contributing to the appropriate choice of

investment. The analysis will cover the structure and the competitiveness of

the banking system, the role of non-bank financial institutions, the bond and

stock markets, and the availability of medium-term and long-term financing.

You will further analyse government policies relating to the financial sector,

including interest rate policy, reserve requirements, selective credits,
preferential interest rates, and the financing of the state economic

enterprises. Your conclusions and recaanmendations will be incorporated in a

draft report to be prepared by July 6th. As regards credit incentives to

investment, you will provide the relevant material to Mr. Chand for

incorporation in the report on investment incentives.

3. You will further review the macroeconomic policies followed, with

particular attention given to the effects of the measures applied on

inflation. This will involve examining the government's exchange rate,
monetary, fiscal, and wage policies. You will prepare a short draft report on

the subject by July 6th.

cc: Messrs. Davar, EM2; Dubey, EMiNVP; Zaman, EM2; Berk, EM2; Roy, EM2.

BBalassa:nc


